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P R i8 F ACE
Contr~ct No. DA~36-109-ClVENG~59~1121 between
Lehigh University, Inst~tute of Research, Fri~~ En-
. ,.
gineering Laboratory, Hydraulics Division, aIld United
states Army EnginE;ler Di~trict, Philadel:phia, .Corpsof
Engineers, provided for ,experimental and apalytical
stud.ies of design improvement of dredge PUtnps. The
study was primarily concerned with .development e>f an
efficient pump handling sil t-Clay-water mixtures. The
project ~as divided into four phases:
Phase A - Model testis of thE? U.S. Army h9Pper
dredge ESSAYONS',s dredg~ pump S. !
phase B - RepornmendBrtions for design changes
~.
of the dredge pump.
Phase C - Model invEjstigation of the mpdified
!
design of the dredge pUIJtp.
PhaseD - Analysis of th~ investigation an,d final
"
re,cornmendations.
Pro j ect Report ~o~ 31. (24) described t):1e stu.d~
ies performed under Pha~e A of the project. The pres~
,I
I
ent proj ect report., desoribing studies perfo:r>rned, is
I
intended to provide a swnmary of results obtained
~ . .
-, '
under Phases Band C of the projecto The main body
of the report is devotE;l~ to the discussioJ1 of 'reco:r;n-
mende.d design changes, description of experimental
1
work performed with four modified pwnp imI/ellers, and
••
- ii
a summary of experimental data. Detaileo experimental
data, as well as other pertipent information, ar~ ''''
included in the ,App epdi:ces.
The prqject has been under the directi~n 9f
Professor John B ..; Her'bich, Chairman 0f the Hydrauli,cs
Divis,ion, who was assisted by Professors H,oR" Vallen-
tine aDd RoD. Warnock,. Most of the experimental work
and analys.is was performed by JoLong, Ho Sqrenson,
and W~Lo Weiss, Resea~ch Assistants. Mr~ ij4 Ditt-
brenner installed the equipment and assisted during
the experiments. Manuscript preparation was performed
by Miss EoE-o Y9ung~ 'Professor W.J,o Eneyis the he,ad
of the Civil Engineering Department and Fritz Engineer-
ing Laqoratory; Professor L"S. Beedle is the Director
: . ,




The study wa~ primarily concerned with
development of an effi'c~ent pump haYldling silt-
clay-water mixtures.
One pha~e of th~ studyinvolved,recom-
mendations for design c~anges of the dredge pump,
involving modif~cations in the volut~ and the
.impeller ..
In another phase of the study, model
investigation of four. differently moqified,im-
~ .
pellers w~s performed wi~h water as well as
silt-clay-watermixture.s~ The variables included
discharge (0 - 1200 gallons per minute), speeq
(1150 to 1900 reyolution~ per minute), and liquid
l .
density (1000 to 1380gra,rns per liter)",
Preliminary analysis of the data inpicates
that certain mOdificatio~s in the exit angle and
vane shape of the impeller result in a marked in-
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,EFFECT OF IMPELLER DESIGN GHANG.ES
ON CHARACTERISTICS OF A MODEL DREDGE PUMP
I. INTRODUCTION'
The hydraulic dredge is becoming the most important
method employed in handling both the hard and soft material
in subsquaeous excavation.
The majority of dredge pumps are designed for pump-
. . .,.
ing of s and-water mixtures; however, the' same .pump s are us ed
frequently to pump silt, clay, or silt-clay~watermixtures,
p'articiilarly as 'p'art of channel maintenance by hopper d.redges"
. The U.S" Corps of Engine~rs 4as improved and, maintains over
22., 000 miles of waterways for navigati'on purpo ses, incluc1ing
about 10, 000 miles of 9-ft,o to 14-ft,o barge channels. It
has similarly improved .and maint~i!:?:,s, some 500 harbors" en-
trancechanpels, ' and anchorages" thr"o,ughout the country and
in overseas territories, a:q.d mandates.
Dred'ge pumps are of the centrifugal type and must be
designed to withstand the v.nusually heavy wear to which they
may be subjected. Suction head, discharge head, and discharge
of the dredge'pumps may vary, but the design principle re-
mains the same.' Every dredge pump ,design is a compromise,
in that, the impeller characteristics are determined not
only bY,what is most efficient, but also by the requirement




There are three types of hydraulic qredges: (1)
cutterhead pipeline dredge, (2) plain suction dredge, and
(3) self.,.,propelled hopper dredge. Each of these employs
a dr-edge pump, although each requires a slightly different
performance of the pump. The cutterhead and the plain,
suction dredge use long discharge pipes and thus require
lower suction pressures, higher discharge pressures, and
consequently higher impeller speeds. ·These requirements
may result ina high rate of wear of the pump volute, and
impeller, and, possibly, in cavitation. The hopper dredg~
on the other hand, requires a high suction head, while the
discharge head is low.
The effects of many variables upon the performance
of a dredge pump have been the subject of res.earch work in
many countries in the recent years. The aim is to produce
pumps wh,i-ch .ar·e efficient, involve little time loss for re-
pairs and maintenance; and which' are adapted tlO) thai sp..6-Qific
tasks which they have to perform.
The object of the study at Lehigh University - des-
cribed in t4e current report - was to recommend design
modifications of the model impeller previously tested,
and described in Project Report No. 31; and to consider
possible modification of other parts of the dredge pump
which may contribute to improved performance. Some of the
recommendE?d design changes were to be tested experimentally
2
in a 1 : 8 model of a dredge pump installed in the Hydrau-
lic Laboratory in order to determine the effect of some of.
the variables on pump performance~
The report presents a discussion leading to the
recommendation of design changes as well as the results
of experimental work on four different impellers, each
of which represented a modification of the original im-
peller design o
II. DESIRABLE DESIGN CHANGES
3
A. General
This portion of. the study proceeded along two
•
parallel lines; the obj ect-:oT one part was to investi-
gate the movements of solid particles through the pump,
with emphasis on the determination of the exit angle of
particles leaving the pump impeller, and the velocity
distribution of the particles between the vanes as they
leave the impeller; the aim of the other part was to
review previously published research results dealing
with impeller design.
The final recommendations (Section III,below)
were based on both parts of the study.
Bo Results of Study of High-Speed Movies
The purpose of this phase of the project was to
investigate the actual movement of solid particles through
the model pump with the original impeller, with the idea
of judging the uniformity of the exit flow and its degree
of conformity with theoretical estimates.
In order to observe and photograph the flow of
water through the model pump, a transparent plexiglass
volute chamber and suction side head were installed in
place of the standard bronze casing. Then, during oper-
ation of the pump, plastiQ balls of one-eighth inch
diameter and specific gravity of 1,,19, were introduced
into the suction pipe to represent soil particles of
similar density.
A high-speed motion picture camera was set up
such that the side and front end of the vo.lute could be
photographed simultaneously on the film. This was ac~
compli~hed by placing a mirror at a 45° angle with the
side of the volute and Photographing from the front end.
Motion pictures of the pump in operation were then taken
at the rate of'approximately 6000 frames per second.
Two .. genenal conditions were tested: a constant
discharge of 100q gpm while the speed of the pump was
varied, and a constant pump speed of 1440 rpm, under
4
various discharge rates. Each given speed and dis-
•
charge was photo~raphed from both the suction and dis-
charge sides of the pump, and pro j ected at speeds.
reduced to about four revolutio~s per minute •
,.,
1. Variation of'Exit,Angle of Particles
Figure 1 presents the results obtained. The
following observations 'may be made:
By varying the speed while holding discharge
constant at 1000 gpm, the absolute angles of discharge
averaged around 20°. At design speed 1440 rpm, there
was a notable tendency for the balls to leave the im-
peller crowded in the forward part of the space between
the vanes, those closest behind the vane making the
largest angles (about 30°). On the other hand, a def-
inite tendency was seen in the high-speed case for the
largest angles to be near the center of the space" while
tapering off in magnitude near the vaneso
By holding spee9 constant and varying discharge
(Fig. 2)" other interes~ing tendencies were noted. The
lowest discharge showed little more than a definite
grouping of balls directly behind the ,vane, as well as,
relatively small angles (averaging 10°). Intermediate
discharge (1000 gpm) was discussed previously.
The highE?st discharge (1200 gpm) revealed larger
angles near the "'vanes than at the center. The balls 'in
I
,
this case were well dis~ributed 'along the opening, and
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Fig. 1 - EXIT ANGLES OF SUSPENDED PARTICLES
WITH CONSTANT DISCHARGE (1000 GPM)
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In comparing the discharge angles with their loca-
tion between the vanes, it was seen that the slower speeds
caused slightly higher angles than 'the progressively faster
speeds. The individual plots revealed higher angles direct-
ly behind the vane in the design case - 1000 gpm at a speed
of 1440 rpm. This might be explained by a turbulent con-.
dition along the vane surface which would, of course,
cause slower absolute velocities and there·fore larger
angles.. The opposite tendency is noted in the high-speed
case -1550 rpm at the same discharge - although not enough
. .
points were. obtained to arrive at any definite con~lusions.
This indic~tes that the high speeds caused adhesion of the
particles ~o the vanesurfacesb
In the case of very low discharge at design SPeed,
the small I'fngles are· a result of the low radial velocities.
At the highest discharge, the relatively larger angles near
the vane surface probably indicatedlDw velocity due to
turbulence.
2. Velocity Distribution of Particles
Figure 3 presents the results obtained from the
high-speed movies on the rad~al velocity distribution in
the spa.ce between the vanes. It can be seen that the most
.. 1 I •.•. •
uniform di:qtribution of velocity is for the discharge of
1000 gpm at the design speed of 1440 rpm. In addition, it
can be observed that the particles themselves are spaced
9THEORETICAL RADIAL VELOCITY
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Fig. 3 - RADIAL VELOCITIES OF SUSPENDED PARTICLES AT EXIT,
COMPARED WITH MEAN RADIAL EXIT VELOCITY OF THE LIQUID
more evenly througholJ.t the opening, where~s in the case
of 800 gpm, and particularly in the case of 1200 gpm,




3. Influence of· Vane Exit Angle
For ,minimum energy loss due to separation a.nd
turbulence of the flow, the water should leave the im-
peller vane smoothly. In the prese~t case, the relative
discharge angle should therefore approach 35°, the vane
exit angle, for the design flow condition (1440 rpm,
1000 gpm). The absolute discharge angle of the plastic
balls was about 20°, and simple computations show that
the average relative discharge angle must therefore have
,been only about 19° for the observed balls.
These considerations suggest that energy losses
should be appreciably reduced if the vane exit angle
itself· were reduced. Such reduction would bring the
relative discharge angle of the flow closer to the exit
angle of the vane. Typical values for water flow are
of the order of 22..;1/2°. However, experience has shown
that, in pumps used for mud, higher angles are satis~
factory, and it is concluded in this regard, that a
figure between 22~1/2° and 35° should be tested.
.:. 11
D. Review of. Previou$ Research
1. General
Despite the fact that ther~. is an! ever increasing
use of centrifllgal pumps in p~ping liquids cqntaining
solids'in sU13pension .and liquids other than water, ,the
pub;Lished d~sign informai1ion is very meager. Tl:'1e object
, .
cif this part of the report is to review briefly other
research conducted in.this field.
In the design of a centrifugal dredge pump it is
necessary to consider more factors than thos~ customarily
considered in the design of a .centrigufal PumP for water,.
, The nature of the dredging operation is such that suffi-
cient clearances must be prqvidedthrough the_pump' so that
occasional gravel, rocks, and deb,ris may be passe<;1 through
the pump without jamming(l)~~. This requirement means that
there .is a,practical limit to thenumb~r of vanes which
tlle iIT.lpeller may contain and also that.c.l.earances in parts
of the p'ump,m1,lst be made in excess.of those which higp.est
~. .
performance would dictate. An example of the above is
the clearance at the cut-water between the impeller and
the volute. The increased wear and abrasion due to par-
ticles' in susp~nsion require the use of special materials.,
Provision must be made for ~asy access to parts of the
p~p for maintenance and re~ewal of components •
..,
~~ Numoers in parenthesis refer to REFERENCES. on page 93
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The type of material pumped has been shown to have
a great effect on the performance of a centrifugal pump.
The dredge pump under study, handles a mud-like fluid
(silt-clay-water mixture) common to dredging operations
in the vicinity of N~w York H~rbor and Chesapeake Bay.
i
This mixture posses13es some very interesting properties (2).
Besides its variation in specific gravity, which
is greater than ihat of water, depending on the weight of
solids in suspension, the mixtur~ has a highly variable
viscosityc In addition, the mixture behaves like a fluid
with suspended solids at lower concentrations up to about
1200 grams per liter, and the solids settle readily, while
at high concentration the mixture is more homogeneous and
the solids do not settle for a considerable length of time.
The vis.cosi ty of the material is dependent on the
concentration, temperature, past history, and the rate of
shearing stress after an initial yield value has been
reached~ Sketph 1 shows ,the variation of viscosity with
rate of shearing stress for a certain concentration, This
behavior is characteristic of a so.,.called Bingham body( 3) •
The material exhibits both plastic and viscous properties.
It is like an ideal plastic, in that it flows when a given
yield .shearing stress, Ty ' is reached. It is unlike a
plastic, in that once flow starts, it is retarded by an
increased resistance to shear. If the shearing stress,

















dvSketch I - - AS A FUNCTION OF J FOR A GIVEN
dYCONCENTRATION AND TEMPERATURE
but will not' flow. It flows when '1 exceeds 'Ty~ The diagram
in: S'ltetch 1 holds for one concentration only, a similar
diagram with different va~uBs being required for each con-
centra.tion.
I
The effects of .viscosity are' important considera-
tions in any pump analysis Dr design(4). The distribution
of velocity of flow through any passage is dependent ;';to a
large e~tent, on viscosity; an increase in ~iBcosity will
produce a corresponding reduction in the<effectiveness of
the are!3- available. LQ.ss of head through the passageals9
increases with increased viscosity. ~e power absorbed-by
the pump is increase.d wi to- increase in viscosity, because
of the greater resistance of the fluid to rotation of the
impellElr. •
There is consider~bly more difficulty in working
with a material which has a viscosity dependent on a num-
ber of variables 'than there is in workfng with a fluid
•~.
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such as water which possesses a viscosity which is depend-
ent on temperature only. Tfius the type of application and
the material to be handled impose difficulties on. design
an.d analysis which must be kept in mind.
2. Summary of Published Information
Research in the field of pumping solids in suspen-
sion has been limited~ It is more difficult to design a
centrifugal dredge pump than it is to design a centrifugal
water pump. Even this latter field relies heavily on em-
pirical form~lae and on plots of various parameters derived
from experiment and successful past performance. The ,t'end-
ency now. seems to pursue the theory (fully realizing the
assumptions made) as far as possible, and then to intro-
duce corrections from research·or past experience to ar-
rive at the final design. Strictly mathematical formulae
have been d~~eloped (5,6,7) and are good st~pping stones
to design, but these theories are as yet limited to ideal
fluids (Le., nonviscous) 'and a pump or compressor with
straight radial vanes.
Previous investigations have established some basic
concepts about the pumping of solid":'liquid mixtures. It has
been definitely establi-shed that there is adiff~rence in
pump characteristics for clear water alone as opposed to
the pumping of a sand~watermixture(8).
•- 15
Gregory( 9), in a paper on the' pumping of a cli3-Y
slurry through a 4-inch pipeline, drew the following
conclusions in reference to the -pump characteristics:
(a) The head developed at .a given capacity
decreased as the conc.entration of the solid
material in .suspension increased 9
(b) The required power input at a given capa-
,'city increased as the concentration of the .
. solid, material in suspension increased,
(c) The effic~ency at a given capacity de"""
creased as the concentration of solid
material in suspension inc~eased.
The work of Fairbank(lO) on the pumping of sand
in water resulted in predi~tion methods for sand-water
mixtures which gave results within about 5 per cent of
experimental values in the normal operating range. A
more involved refinement gave results wit~in about 3
per cent.for the same range. Fairbank's conclusions
concerning the pumping of sand~water mixtures are as
follows:
(a) At, a given capacitythe head developed by a
centrifugal pump h,andl;Lng material in suspension,




(b) The drop in the constant speed head capacity
characteristics varies not only as the concen-
tration, but also as the particle size of the
material in suspehsion~
(c) The fall velocity of the suspended material
.,is the most impo.rtant property in predicting
the effect of the material on the pump pe:J;'fQrm-
ance,.
(d) The effect on the pump characteristics of
very fine particl~s in suspension, such as
colloids, is of a different nature than that
of a ,true suspension.
(e) The power input to a centrifugal pump varies
directly with the apparent specific gravity
of the suspension being pumped.
(f) The capacity for ma.ximum efficiency of a
centrifugal pump remains constant for all
concentrations and sizes of suspended materials.
(g) The ordinary affinity relationships of cen-
trifugal pumps are valid within small ranges
of speed when pumping material in suspension.
D. Reasons for Redesign of Impeller
1. General
With the use of the above experimental work on the
pumping of water-solid mixtures'and knoYJ"n centrifug?-l water
..,
pump information, a qualitative analysis can be mape on the
•,.
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dredge pump impeller with the idea of increasing the effi-
ciency of t:p.e PumP when handling the mud mentioned earlier •
Theoretical considerations are based. largely on the work .of
Stepanoff(ll) and Shepherd(12).~
The impeller of a centrifugal pump is only one part
of the machine, and a complete study entails an inyestigation
of the impeller's relationship to all of the other parts of
the pump 0 Therefore, an inve.stigation is in order into the
manner in which the flow approaches the pump, how it ~nters
the impeller, how it moves through the impeller, how it
leaves the .impeller, and finally how it travels out of the
pump.
2. Approach Conditions
Ideal conditions for ap~roach exist w~en ~ suffici~
ent length of straight pipe without valves or other disturb-
ancesprecedes the entrance to ~he pump. Well upstream a
,
normal v131o.ci ty distribution carl be .expected, but ~s the
distance to the pump decreases, (l phenomenon known as pre..,
;
rotation may develop.
Prerotation is the condi~ion that exists in the ap-
proach pipe to a centrifugal pum:p when th~flow is fnoving
both axially toward theplimp and rotating about the longi-
tudinal axi~ of the pipe. Peck(~3) has carried out inves-
tigations on the subject of prerotation and has obtained
• I
the following information from Pttot tube ,traverses at the
.j
suction flange of a pump handlin~ water. At shut-off head
•+8
cond:iti'ons, a forced vortex was, created in the suc,tion
pipe~ The tOfal head and press¥re heap curves were Qb~
1:fained, and tl:;1.e di;fferencesgavf3 the velocity heaq from
which the curves of axial flow and circumferential flow
components were plotted ° Curves of 'this type aresho.Wn
in Ske.tch, II. This showed ,an axial flow away from the
pump 'through a narro~ aRn~lar ring extending from the
pipe wall. For small discharges the forced vortex was
confined to' a somewhat lar'ger annul.ar' ring then previ-
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flow away from the pump, ~ial flow toward the pump occurred
in the center portion of the pipe~ The extent of the prerp-
tation, with respect to distance from the pump, was found to
decrease as the flow increased. Tqe swirl gradually disap-
peared, '>owing to friction between the pipe wall and the water.
Stepanoff(ll) explains prerotation as follows:
Referring to Sketch III, at section I sufficiently distant
from .the pump, pressure PI is uniform across the section
. .





I 1 I 2
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
SKETCH III - PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
ALONG APPR0l\'CH TO PUMP
..
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At section 2, near the pump the pressure P2, as measured
at the pipe wall, is higher than at section I. This has
been found to be true experimentally when prerotation is
present(13). Since the energy gradient m~st decrease from
section. 1 to section 2 if there is to be flow, the higher
pressure at 2, at the pipe wall, can come about only at
the. expense of the energy level of the center portion of
fluid. A paraboloid of pressure distribution is developed
at section 2 with the pressure at the periphery higher and
the pressure at the center lower than the pressure exist-
ingat section 1. Pipe wall pressure taps at a location
Buch as section 2, will indicate too high a mean pressure
and thus often introdu.ce error into experiments. The abso-
lute velocities at the periphery of section 2 are higher
than those in the middle as a result of the addition of a
tangential component due to the rotation of the stream.
Prerotation is caused by the tendency of the .fluid
to follow apath of least re$istance on its way to enter
the impeller channels ~ Prerotation is most evident at:, flows
less than the design capacity and prractically disappear at
that point. The angle at which the fluid enters the impeller
channel is influenced by prerotation. Since the geometry of
a given impeller is fixed, the entrance angle for t~e impell-
er vanes is calculated for the design capacity with rio prero-
tation considered. It is customary to increase the de~ign
flow by a small percentage when calculating the entrance angle,
•- 21
as this a=!-lows for the unavoidable leakage losses. It is
evident t~at at flows other than design, prerotation will
come into~being, and the ~ffect will be detrimental, to
pump perfqrmance,. When a pump must be operated at some
flow other than the flow at maximum efficiency, there is
one solution for overcoming the undesirable ,effect of pre-
rotation. This remedy consists of placing guide vanes in
the approach to the pump at such an angle as to make the
fluid conform to the entrance angle of the impeller,. Care
must be taken to see that the guide vanes are so construct-
ed as not t9 cause separation, cavitation, or high losses.
The nature of dredge pump application makes this method
impractical.
Inducing section
The ·purpose of the indl.lcing section of the pump is
to accept t4e incoming fluid from the suction pipe in the
correct manner and to turn it so that ,its relative velocity
is along the axis of the impeller channels(12), This means
, '.
that the flow must be turned through ninety degrees for the
case of the r,adial impeller~ This turning, of the fluid' causes
~osses and e¢lisordered flow. The transition must be made as
gradually a~ possible , with no :irregularities, so that,th~
flow is deltvered to the impeller channels a's ideally as
pO,ssible. Low suction velocities and generously proportioned
suction ~e,ctions are recommended for pumps handling high vis,-
osity liqui?s(4)0 The factor of manufacturing economy enters
•- 22
here to set a practical length which may be used fqr this
turning transition. According to N A C A investigations (14),
the inducing section has a marked effect on performance. An
inducing section of comparatively large axial length, gave
very good results since: it provided a much gentler curve for
the transition from tangential to axial flow.
Flow at .impeller entrance
It is important to liru1 t therelatiVB veloci tyat
the inle.t of the pump, since a high relative velocity could
lead to cavitation. Assuming a uni.t:0rm axial component of
velocity at the eye. or inducing section, the criticalr~gion
is located at the eye tip. This is where the impeller speed
is highest for the inducing section. and·hence the relative
entrance velocity is also great here 0 Therefore, flo.w con-
ditions should be checked at this point. The combination
. .
of va;r-iables determining relative velocity at this:':point rnay
be arranged. to result in a minimum value. A high r~lative
velocity can result fr0m ei th;er. of tIle two following si tUB:-
tions:
1. A large eye area, resulting 'in a small axial
entrance velocity, combined with a high impell~r
velocity.
2., A small eye area,'. resulting in a h±gl:+ axial
entrance velocity, combined with a low impeller
sp.eed.
U~ing the following notation, a.formula for
minimum r~lative entrance velocity may be developed.
Vrl = relative velocity at entrance
in feet per second
_ 1l'Nd l --U - tangential velocity at the eye tip
1 'T6O""
in feet per ~econd
N = impeller speed in RPM
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radial velocity in feet per second
of through flow at entrance 9
assuming no prerotation
dl = diameter of eye in feet
Q = f19w in cubic feet per second
combining U and V:
Vrl = YV'l + 1!{ or [( 4Q ) 2Vrl = ITd 2 +
,1
The effect of anyone variable of Vrl may be
seen by holding all other variables cons tant. FO.r
instance, with Q and N fi:x;ed, the variation in Vrl
with dl can be found. The minimum value of dl can
be obtained by differentiation or trial and error.
Sketch IV shows the variation for this case, and it
will be noted that for a certain value of'dl there is
a minimum vaiue of Vrl which will tend to prevent
cavi tation.
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Flow in the Impeller Channel
Due to viscosity, turbulence, and separation, the
velocities in an actual centrifugal pump impeller are se;1-
dom, uniform over a given section. The turns in the im-
peller, cb;annel approach, and ,the imp eller profile add to,
the velocity distortion o In radial flow and mixed flow,
impellers, the fluid must make nearly a full 90° turn






SKETCH IV - Vrl vs dl WITH Q AND N FIXED
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In an established flow, whether rotating or
'straight_ as in open channel flow" a body must' tend 'to
move faster than the established ve10city of flow in
order to exert any force on the fluid flowing in the
same direction. Thus, an impeller vane must tend to
move faster than the fluid in order to transmit energy,
from the impeller vane to thefluido This, ~eans that
the pressure on the leading fac~ of the vane should be
higher than the pres,sure on the trailing face of the
vane. Due to the'lower pressurebn the trailing face,
there will be a higher velocity there, and a velocity
variation across the channel. The result of this is
that relative to the vane the fluid leaves the vane tan-
gentially only at the high pressure or leading side of
the trailing edge 0 The fluid" has a circumferential com-
ponent relative to the vaneacrO$S the channel from one
leading face ~o ~h~ trailing face of the adjacent vane,
with the result that the fluid is di~charged from the
imp:~ller at a mean angle relative to the impeller which
is less than the vane angle. The absolute discharge
veloci ty is less than that assumed by us'ing. the vane
angle itserf; this deviation being ~alled the s~ip of
the impeller. Sketch V illustrates the difference be-
tween the case of slip and no slip. It is important to
realize that changing the vane discharge angle from~2
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to P2' vdll only mean. that thefl.uid wi.ll again lag. behind
the vane anp discharge at some smaller angle J32'~ less than
ft2•• The net result of the non-uniform ve.loci ty and the
slip is to re.duce the theoretical hea,d based on the s:i,mple
ideal velocity diagram. It may be shown(ll) that the head
produced by. a va,rying velocity distribution is less than
that. produced by a uniform velocity, given the same rate
of flow.
The occurrence of slip in an actual pump has been
studied by Peck(13) 9 After information from Pitottube
transverses was analyzed, a difference was noted between
the mean fl-bsqlute velocity discharge angle and the cal...,
culated angle assuming that the relative velocity leaves
the impeller parallel to the actual vane angle~
with slip
\
~D' t··· 'f R t t'lre~ lon 0 0 a lon
SKETCH V ,.. CHANG,E IN -DISCHARGE VELOCJTY" DIAGRAM
!DUE TO SLIP'
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Actual observations of flow i,n impel1~r channels
J
have been made, using a pump constructed of a transparent
material (15) 0 The flow was seE3n to be far from the ideal
at most capacities except those at the design rate of flow
wher,eit was often surpr;isingly good. Fisher's investi-
gations into flow in i~peller channels reveal~d a large
area of separation from the trailing face of the vane.
This dead water region formed a considerable portion of
the passage area at low rates of flow; Reverse flow in
these areas wa~ also present in 'some instanc~s~ Similar
'work by Binder and KnappJ 16) showed almost uniform abso"""
lute discharge veloc:ity across the width of the impeller
passage at normal capacity, with small gradients existing
at other capacities.
The Number and Shape of the Impeller Vanes
Theoretically, an infinite number of vanes is
required to produce the head indicated by the ideal
velocity triangle. In an actual pump, the head and
efficiency increase with the number of vanes(17) until
the additional losses produced by the la,rger number of
vanes reaches some point where the efficiency is a max-
imum. The available flow area is also reduced due to
the finite thickness of the vanes. This is especially
critical ,at the inlet where space isli;mited and the
problem of cavitation may occur. Friction losses in a
duct are ,a minimum for the la,rgest ··hydraulic radius.
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For a quadrangular passage this is best suited by a square
cross section. For the irnpe~ler under study, the present
vane spacing to passage width ratio is nearly L 7 at the
radius of the impeller, correspon9ing to mid-distance along
the vane. With the addition of another ~ane, making a
\
total of six, this ratio would be 1.4. Of course, it must
I
be kept in mind that th.e flow conditions in a duct are not
strictly those occurring in the i~peller channels, as some
of the investigations mentioned above have shown. It was
suggested that if it is prac'tical, from the standpoint of
sufficient ~learances (~or passage of debris, rocks, etc.),
that an additional ~ane be added;
An incompressible non-viscouscfluid with radi.al
and rotational motion, will ideally follow a logarithmic
spiral path in which the' streamlines (imaginary lines,
every poip.t on which is tangent to the velocity vector
at that point) at any point have ar,constantinclination
with the tangent to the ~adius at that point(12). As
this has a certain rational basis, and as a logarithmic
spiral is geometrically simple, pump vanes are often de-
signed in this manner. An involute curve may also be
used in place of a spiral, .al though there seems to be
no theoretical basis for emplo'yingsuch a curve.
Manufacturing cost arid simplicity are also fac-
tors to be considered. Sometimes pump vanes are curves
which are a por,tion of a simple circular arc, although
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it is known that this qoes not give the bestresultsa
The circul~r arc does not give as satisfactory a flow
path as the logarithrnis. spiral~ Sinc.et);le present
dredge pump impeller has vanes defined by a·circular
arc, it was suggested that the vane profile be changed
to that of a spiral or an involute.
The present vane tips are blunt, as shown .in
Sketch VIa This will tend to cause disturbances in the
volute. 'This effect may·be partially or entirely elim-
inated by tapering the vanes as shown(13)a A number of
different vane shapes and profiles have been tried by
researchers in order to improve pump efficiency. One
of these trials consisted of utilizing only the active
flow part of the impeller passage. Ther E3 fore, the areas,
of dead water mentioned previously, were removed by
shaping the vanes to occupy this area. "Club",:,headed"
vanes, the width of which was greatly increased at the
outlet to reduce the water passage to that e]}:pected by
the occupied by useful flow, did not produce the im-
provements which might be expect.ed in efficiency and
power at small flows(18).
The discharge "angle is one of the most important
aspects of impeller design. It has ~e~~ explained earlier
that a fluid does not leave the vane tangent to the sur-
face of the vane. Stepanoff{ll) suggests 22-1/2° as the





~ Direction of ro.tation
. .
SKETCH VI - ROUNDING-OFF Of TRAILING- EDGE
OF BLUNT IVANE TIPS
angle formed by aline tangent to the vane at its 'end
and a line tangent to the impeller. periphery at the
pointo Angles frGm 17-1/2° to:~n-l/2° are the u13ual
limi.ts for .ceni1rifugal water pump vane. exit angles 0
For pumping viscous liquids, an increase in the dis-,
charge angle up to 60° is suggested. T):le discharge
angle has an effect on the b,ead,-capa~ityr characteristic
curve of the pump. Studies were made(19) on a water
pump ,keeping every variable, except van,e discharge
angle .and vane profile constant. Vane profile had-to
charige to result in the various dischatge angles test-
edo MO,derate values of the angle, 20° to, 30°, gave
relativsly flat head curves with good efficiencies~
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As the angle was increa~ed, head produced increased a
little and efficiency f·ell off a littleo The head curve
tended to be more rounqed with some maximum value e This
would not be" desi:rable if pumps of this type were to
operate in parallele The discharge ~ngle of the present
pump is 35°. Tests. on the model have shown the head cap-
acity curves to pe rising to a maximum value and then
falling off. A slight decrease in angle, say to 30°,
rhay tend to produce a flatter curve and still not af-
fect the efficiency. '
Another factor related to the impeller which
influences the efficiency of a pump, i El the clearance
between the impeller and the cut-water or volute tongueo
An excessive gap here leads to a reduction of efficiency
(11). The gap on the present pump is quite large, and
if practical considerations would allow this distance to
be decreased, an increase in effi·ciency might. be, e~pect:ed~"
However, the clearance should be at l;e.ast twice ~hat
re.commended for a water pump, since friction effects
will be more pronounced with a liquid of high.viscos:ity.• ,
In summary, on the basis of the factors dis-
cussed above, the following changes in the design of
the dredge pump impeller were suggested.,
10 Change the profile of the vanes from a
circular arc to a spiral or an involute.
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2~ Increase the number of vanes from five (5)
to six (6) if practica;l considerations will allow. it.
3. Decrease the vane exit angle from 35° to a
value of about 30°0
4. Round off the blunt trailJ'ing edges of the
vanes with a small radius fillet.
5. De.crease the impeller-volute tongue clear-
ance to a value at least twice that recommended for
centrifugal water pump s, if practical considerations
will allow it.
These suggested changes were made only for the
model dredge pump studi~d when handling the mud~like
fluid mentioned previously. In this study, impe;Ller
changes were made on the basis that no other components
of the pump were to be changed p Additional factors
would have to be considered .if, for instance~the volut,e
were' to be changed. Even with these limitations, many
of the factors discussed shouid qe applicable to other
situations where 'centrifugal pumps are used to handle
liquids containing suspended solids.
E. REASONS FOR REDESIGN OF VOLUTE
1.. General
A review of the relevant technical literature,
together with the results of tests which formed part of
the present investigations, indicate that improvements
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in the performance of the dredge pump would result with
a modified form o,f volute. The modifications suggested
are:
a uniform rate of ,increase in the
cross-sectional area of the volute, and
(b) a reduction in the clearaqce between the
tongue, or cut-water,' and the impeller.
:•• <: 2. Cross~Sectional Area of tpe Volute
Various authorities(16, 20) maintainthat,at
design capacity operation, the pressure around the per-
,iphe~y of the volute of a centrifugal pump should be
substantially constant. Variation in this pressure re-
BUlts in an unbalanced radial force which produces un-
necessary, alternating stresses in the drive, shaft and
additional bearing pressures.
~e, pressure distribution is related to the
'/' ,
velocity of flow around the volute. This, in turn,
is determined, for a given discharge, by the form of
the v'olute. . If, as intp.eprototype pump under in~
vestigation, the width of the volute is approximately
constant,' the velocity distribution contro;lling factor
is the volute profile.
Theoretically, a constant. velocity volute should
yield a constant peripheral pressure~ Although the actual
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flow in a, pump differs from the simple theoretica,lconcept,
the constancy of mean velocity can be approached by provid-
ing a volute with a cross-sectional area which increases
linearly with distance around the periphery.
The principal advantage of such a design from tlle
aspect of efficient operation lies not so much in th~
uniformity of pressure distribution,. desirable as that
may be, as in the 8_voidance of energy losses due to spa-
tial fluctuations in the flow velocity. Such fluctuations,
indeed, are reflected in the pr~ssure distributions, and
through rapid momentum changes, they contribute to the un-
. balance 'of the pump.
Peripheral pressure measurements on the model pf
the dredge pump reveal an appreciable variation in pres-
sures ,(see Appendix A-2) with a low pressure region part
way around the voluteo Investigation of the volute
geometry shows that the profile is fo.rmed by two radial
arcs with a discontinuity of curvature at the point of
intersection. This point of intersection is in the region
of low pressure.
Further,· ,a plot of the volute cross-sectional area
against distance around the volute (Fig. 4) ,reyeals appre-
ciable variations in the rate of increase of area with
distance. Again the significant departure from a linear
rate is found to lie in the region of low pressure. In
Figure 4, the broken line indicat.es a far more uniform
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rate of area increase , which wouldresul t in a vo),.ute fO,rm
produced by four circular ~r.cs of appropriate radii and
centers, instead of the two arcs of the present design.
I.'. F;igure 5 shqws, for a prototype discharge ?f 141.4
cfs, distrib,ution around the volute, ~alculated on the
idealized assumptions of uniformity of impeller discharge
and a mean velo~ity near the outlet, adjacent to the cut-
water, equal to that in the discharge pipe.
3. Clearance at Cutwater
The cutwater clearanc,e of the prototype is 16
inches, or approximately ~9 per cent of the impeller
diameter. This value, presumably. prqvid~d for the pass-
age of large entrained objects, is much in excess of the
4 per cent .to 6 percent cornmonlyadopted .for water pumps.
A large cutwater clearance inevitably results in a use-
jless expenditure' of energy in recirculating fluid within
the volute. .such recirculation, wl1.ile t~nding to minimize
the inequali.ties of pressure distrib1.ition,· should be kept
as low as practicable. Presumably, the lower li,mit is de-
termined by the necessity of avoiding blockage, and damage
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III. RECOMMENDED pESIGN CH&~GES
A. General
Special feai:;ures of a dredge pump, such as, pro- ,
visions for passing large objects, high rate of wear,
etc., cause modifications in the desirable design
changes discussed in the previous section,
1. A possibility of using an Hopen impeller!!
or single-shrouded impeller was briefly investigatedo
This type of impeller should improve efficiency, as the
elimination of the front shroud would reduce disk fric~-
tion losses, particularly for silt-clay-waterniixtures.
HQwever, there are a number of undesirable features re-
I
sul~ing' from the use.. of an open impeller in .dredging
service such as accelerated vane.wear, increased pump
leakage loss, and increased thrust 0 Several of the
1900-1920 ecr:a. Army Engineers dredges were open impeller
types, and maximum efficiencies in the order of 55 per
cent to 60 per cent were recorded for these pump s. This
t~~e of impeller was abandoned about 1924, partiqularly
because of excessive wear,. It· should also be pointed
out that in view of the fact that most of the dredge
pumps operate at a relatively low speed, the increase
in efficiency to'be expected from a reduction in disk
friction loss would not be sufficient to compensate for
other adve~se effects.
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From a manufacturing poi~t of view, the pump
construction would be simplified and less expensive~
with no front shroud. However, this is not considered
a significant advantage because only the in~tial cost
of the pattern is affected to, any great extent'l
2. Every consideration indicates that the
profile of the vanes ~hould be changed from a circular
arc to a different curve.
The, 'following curves were considered:
(a) a logarithmic spiral
(b) an Archimedean spiral
(c) an involute
(d) a double-curvature as developed
by the method of error triangles
After examining the impell,er vanes drawrl!J~itBr:;..i~_l
all four types of curves, it was decided to investigate,
experimentally, the use of a logarithmic spiral and an
involute curve. The objective,was to determine their
effect on efficiency as compared with a radial vane.
3" Although the increase in the number ofv~nes
from five to six appeared to be a step in t,he right direct-
ion, practical considerations would not allow it. It was
thought that the testing of a new impeller with six ~anes
would be of less practical value than modifications of
other impeller features, qecause such a change would have
little general application. (The number of impellers to
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1;le tested experimentally was limited to four). The addi-
tion of another vane to the E$SAYONS dredge pump impeller
may be feasible; however, a brief survey of dredge pumps
of other smaller dredges indicated that no additional vane
could be accommodated in any other impeller without de-
creasing the clearance between vanes at the suction c.ircle
to the point where the passage of large objects through
the pump would be seriously impeded.
Hence no further consideration was given to the
increase in the number of vanes.
·4. The study indicated that a reduction in the
impeller exit angle from the ESSAYONS value of 35° to a
value ·of about 30° would be desirable. In addition"
consideration was given to the change in vane Bxit angle
to 22-1/2°. The 22-1/2° exit angle is recommended by
Stepanoff(ll) for water pumps p while larger exit angles
are generally recommended for pumping viscous fluids~
.... ,
However, in. order to establish the effect of exit angle
on pump performance, it was thought advisable to test an
impeller with a 22-1/2° exit angle and a 28° 45' exit
angle ,(halfway between a 22-1/2° and 35°)" In addition,
the 22-1/2° exit angle was adopted for the four dredge
pumps on a very large hopper dredge recently built in




5. In summary, the following impellers were
studied experimentally:
(a) 45° entrance angle, 28° 451"exit angle,
logari thmic' spiral, designated as
Trial Design No~ 5 (T.D.-5).
(b) 45° entrance angle, 28° 45' exit angle,
involute curve, designated as
Trial Design No~ 6 (T.D o -6)o
(c) 45° entrance angle, 22° 30' exit angle,
involute curve, designated as
Trial Design.No o 7 (T.D o-7).
(d) 45° entrance angle, 35° exit angle,
involute curve, designated as
Trial Design No.8 (T.D.-8)o
The above selection of impellers permitteq::
(a) to isolate' the effect of change in vane shape
between a radial ~rc and an involute curve
(impellers TD-8 and ESSAYONS' original im-
peller, designated No.1) • :
(b) to. evaluate the comparative merits of an in-
" ,;. I •. volute curve' and a logarithmic spiral
(impellers TD-5 and TD-6).
(c) to determine the effect of exit angle varia..,
tiC?n between 22° 30', through 28° 45', to
35° on pump characteristics (impellers 'TD..,7,
TD-8, and ESSAYONS' No.1)
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B. Design Procedures
(1) Layout of Impeller Vane Profiles
(a) General
The following sections of the report outline/the
background and procedures for the layout of impeller vane.
profiles to involute or logarithmic spiral shapes. T1).ese
methods of layout are bas.ed on the assumption that certain
design parameters of the impeller have previously been
selected. The values of these parameters are based on
theoretical and practical considerations applicable to
the design of dredge pumps.. The quantities assumed to
,~
be chosen are the humber of impeller vanes, the outside
. '
impeller diameter, the diameter of the eye of theim~
peller, and the entrance and exit angles of the impeller
vanes. With these parametersfixeo, the": de:si:ved: involute
or logarithmic spiral vane curve can be constructE?d.
(b) Layout of Involute Profile
The profile consists of constructing an involute
curve passing between two ,points. and fulfilling the re-,
quirements established by the parameters discussed above.
An invol;p.te is the spiral curve traced by a point on a
taut cord unwinding from around a polygon. In thj.s case,
the involute generated by a circle (a polygon with,an in-
fini te number Of sides) lends itself well to the situation~
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Figure 6a shows an. involute curve generated from a circle
whose radius is r g " It is noted that the difference in
length between two radii vectors, CD-AB,is equal to the
arc length,AC, on the circumference of the generating
circle q Layout of an involutt:l vane profile involves
finding, the radius ',' and locati/on' of tIle center of the circle
which generates tl:J.8 involute passing through,two'given
points'with given di~ections at e~ch of thepoints~Let
the following parameters be specified:
ro the radius,. of the impeller
re = the radius of the eye of the impeller
'f3D = the exit angle of the impeller vane,
in degrees "
lD = the entrance: angie of the imp eller vane,
in degr?~s
9D = ,central angle in degrees equal to 360° ,
divide'd by the number of impeller vanes
It is required to, find r g , the radius of the circle gen-
erating the desired. involute. From tb,e properties of
the involute of a circle it is known that: .
r g oC R = CD - AB (1 )
Theapgle, cX.R is a ,central angle (in radiansJ of the
generatirigcircle CFig. 6a). From Fig. 6b, which shows
























Fig. 6 - LAYOUT OF INVOLVTE PROFILE
CD = CE + DE (2)
AB = BE AE (3)
CE AE
ocD ( 4),= = rg tan 2
The angle, DC D, is the same angle as eX R, but
expressed in degrees o. Substituting the values of
CE anq AE found in equation (4) into equations (2)
and (3), and subsequently into.equation (1) , it is
,,'
(5)
Simplifying and solving for r g yields:
DE - BEr = _




8D + ~D - ~D




By geometry, the values of DE, BE, o<.R, and O<:D
be found in terms of r o , r e , ~ D, ~D' and 8D
as follows: DE= COS~D{rO - [re sin (90 -·eD) + r e cos (90 ~ eD)
tan (~D + 8D - 90 )J} + {tan (90- aD - ~D + f3 D)}
{Sin ~D [ro - 1re sin (90 ~ aD) + re CQS (90- aD)
tan (6 D + eD- 90HJ1 '(7)
r e cos (90~. ~b) { sin ~D JBE = .' +
. cos (aD+8D-90) cos (90-8D-aD+ f3D)





Substituting the values found in equations (7), . (8),
(9), and ( 10) into .equation (6) ,al19ws the solution for
r g . Additional simple geomet;r,ical relationships establish
the orientation of the center of the geI1erating circl.e to
the center of the impeller and the lengjl#ls of the radii
.I:
vectors"AB .and CD. T4e prof:ile of the va:qe is cOP1pleted
by dividing the central angle., DC D' of the generating
c.ircleinto any convenient number of equal parts and es-
tablishing th,e length of the radius vec,tor at each point
(Fig. 6c). The length of any radius vector is propor-
tional to its angular displacement, so that the length
of any vector of ,the profile may be expre.ssed as follows:
IT =. AB + CD - AB ex..
olD 1 ( 11)
. As an example, let it be required to lay .out an
involute vane profile for a five-v,ane impeller with the
following specified parameters:
r o = 42.00000 in,ches
r e = 18~78l25 inches
eD = 72~
~D = 35°
ll'D .. 45° .





DE == 24~37919 inches
BE == 35.74087 inches
otD .- 82°
oCR == 1.431;16 radians
Using the ~bove values in equation ( 6) , r g is found to
be 36.95938 inches. Next, the lengths of the two radii
vectors, AB and CD, are .calculated., Then the location
of the center, of the generating circle is found with
respect to the center of the impeller, as shown on the
layout, TRIAL, DESIGN No. 1 (Q~' 8). The profile is com-
plated by plotting seven additional radii vectors,
using equation (11) and breaking the central angle of
the generating circle into eight angular increments
of 10.25°0
(c) Layout of the Logarithmic Spiral Profile
It is now desired to construct a logarithmic
spiral passing between two points and meeting the re-
quirements established by the p~rameters discussed in
Section A.The polar equation of a logarithmic sp~r:al
is of the form r == ae 'f tan¢. Figure. 7a shqws a log-
ari thmic spiral and defines the parameters of the curve.
It is noted that any radius vector, FG, to the spiral
makes an angle, ¢, with the normal to the ta,ngent to
the spiral at that point. The r~lationship between
any two radii vectors; FG and HG, can be expressed in
- 48
the ;rollow~ng "wa1 when the equations are writt~nin
terms of Loge'
(12)
Figure 7b shows a section of logarj.thmic spiral
forming the impeller profile. If all the parameters
discussed in Section A are to be met, the following re..,.
lationships must exist between the selected design and
spiral parameters:
'PI c.. f 2 = IT (<I'D :- ~D + eD) (13)180
r o - r e cos aD = FG cos ( 13 D - aD)
+ liG sin (~D - ¢D - 90 + aD) (14)
resin eD = liG cos (~D'" ¢D - 90 + GD)
- FG sin ( f!;D - ¢D) (15)
. .
The values of FG» liG, and¢D, which .simul tane..,.
ouslyfulfill equations (12),(14), and (15), will
serve to establish the logarithmic spiral curve Which
will meet the requirements establispedby the p~ra- _
meters of Section A. The layout can be completed by
dividing the central angle, 'f 1 - 'f2' of the sp.iral
into any number, m, of convenient equal increments.
It is a property of a logari thmi.c spiral that the
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Fig. 7 - LAYOUT OF LOGARITHMIC SPIRAL PROFILE
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The solutions of equations (12), (14), and (15), for
. . '
the values of FG, HG., and ¢:b are cumbersome toobtaino
It is possible thatcuryes could be made up which ,would
simplify the solutiono However., if one of tlle design
parameters mentioned in Section Ais unspecified, . t];;l.e
layout of the spiral is greatly simpiifiedo
As an example, ,let itbe required to layout a
logarithmic spiral vane profile for a five-vane impeller
1>lith t'he followingspec±fied parameters:




NO.te that r e is not specified, and its value will be
fixed by the spiral. Under these conditions, any.value
of ¢D may be used, but it is most cO!lVenient to pick a
value of'WD such .that one of the radii vectors' lies along
a radial line of the impeller.
One possibility is to let ¢D =fOD =22-1/2°.
From equation .(13) the value of 'fl - 'f2 = ~O (94.5)
radians, and from equation (12), ~~ = 1.9802. The
relationship between ro, PD, /{.D, eD, FG, and HG
can be expressed from geometricalcons;iderations as'
follows:
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ro = FG ~ HG sin (t D - ~D + ~D - 90)
+ liG cos (tD - ¢D + 8D .;. 90) tan ..(9~ -- eD)
i
0.7)
The solution of this equat.ion yields the following
values:
FG = 34.9068 inches
HG. = 17. 6283 inche s
TPeangle 'f 1 - 'f2' 94-1/2°, was divided into
nine increments of 10-1/2°0 Equation (16) .was used to
find the value of the eight additional radii vectqrs
completing the layout of the impeller vane profile
shown in TRIAL DESIGN NO. 4.
(d) Vane Layput by the Method of Error Triangles._
It is po~s~ble to construct a vane by the method
known as IIErrorTriangles I! 0 This metl:lod i.s descri_bed in
Reference (11) ip detail and will not be r~producedhere.
Briefly, the procedure of constructing the yare l?-yout
is as follows:
(i) In plan view of impeller, divide off con-
centric circles Gf.. eq:ual increments ( say 1/4-ino in this
case) 0 (Fig. 8g).
1
(ii) Lay off plane development of 1!4-inch .divi-
sions, corresponding, to the concentric circles (FigoSb) •
(iijJ By trial and error, find total )length of




Entrance Angle = 4.5°, Exit Angle = 3.5?o~ Trial. consists
of laying out hori~wntal increments at each given, radius
increment, on plan view, until enclosed angle is 72°, as
showno After one trial, the solution will converge
rapidly.
It ml:lst be, kept in.mind that the ·curve, as,$hown
in Fig. 8c, must .be drawn before beginning' of develop-
ment,o The two angles, must be made to meet in a smooth
surve. (
After the J,.,eadi,ng face has heen' developed, in the
plan view, the trai!ing face can be cbnstructe~simila~ly
by beginning with a maximum thickness at the outer peri-
phery of 3/8-1nC4 (Fig. Sa). The dsyelopment w;ill leave
a minimum thickness of 3/16-inch at'entrance;,
!
20 Layout of Volut~
The method of determining the curve of' the volute
described herein, J;nod:ifies the present design in only one
respect; it gives a more uniform increase in volute area
abo.ut the periphery. of the impeller. A re9uction of the
s,ize of thecleara~ce between the volute tongue and the
impeller would be desirable from the stan,dpOlr;tt of hydrau.,..
lic efficiency, but it has riot been copsidered hEireg,ec.auB'6
it was not known whether a reduction in the c.learance is
feasible from the operational standpoint. Also" it mig:ht
be desirable not ,to have one side of the discharge pipe
tangent 'to the impeller; this was not considered, as it
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-Fig. 8a·- VANE LAYOUT BY METHOD OF ERROR


























































would incI)ease the overall size of the pump oy twipe the
clearance jat the volute top.g}1e, which is a considerable
~ .. ,
. increase '1ith the present cl~arance. Both of these
changes cquld be e~silyinclp.ded in the method given
below without modifying it essentially. However, the
nl1.m.eric:al example presented here retains the feat'\;lres
of the present volute in these resp.e·cts.
The simplest procedure is a graphical one. A
circle is drawn representing the impeller; in this
case, R = 42 inches. ·If one side of the discharge
pipe' is to oe tangent· to the impeller, this means that
tlW dianietral.,-.:. distance fr9m the impeller to the out-
side volute wall at the end of the v9lute. (denoted by
E in Fig. 9) is equal to the diameter of the discharge
pipe. This distance , marked 0. in Fig. 9, is equal to
.32 inches in the present pump •
The desired cleararice, '0, at the volute tongue
plus the width of the tongue, ti, determines the loca-
.~
tion of the volute tongue, since
cos 81 '= R·+~'+.'tr" (18)
In.this example, the clearance, C, is 16 inct,les and the
angle 8 is 56°, as taken from the present p~p ~ The
volute tongue can be easily located graphically after
the distances are chosen.
Next, the angular distance about the impeller,




proper, 360 0 =81, is eqval1ydivi.ded into as many,..incre-
ments as is desirable so long as more than two increments
are used. Also" the increase in volute deijth fr~m the
vol.ute tongue. to the end of. the volute, d - c, is. equally
divided into the same nUIi1ber of incrementsoIn 'tb,E;l eJCample
this results in an.increase of 4 inches in volute depth
for every 76 degrees about the impeller, when four incre...
ments are chosen.. ,Points corr.esponding to this informa-
tion may now be locateq on the volute curve.. In the sketch
they .areindicated as A, the volute tongue, B9 . C9 D, and
E, the end of the volute, corresponding to four increments.
The final. Sftap is the location of the'centers of
the circular arcsAB, BC, CD, and DE, which form the
volute curve.. The center of AB,Ol' must b~ locat.ed· wi th
some arbitrariness; when "Ghis is done, tl:le location of
the other ceIfters follows. If a tangent were drawn to
the impeller at the point on the impeller ra,dially oppo-
sitethe tongue of th~ vo:+ute, a tangent to the volute.,
tongue, A, should be at some angle to the impeller tan-
gent. This will ,cause th~ volute to diverge from> the,
impeller at some rate imm~diately at the vo~ute tongue;
whereas, if the two tangepts were parallel (or equiva-
lently, the center of the volute arc were on the line ad,..
joining the center of the impeller and the volute tongue) ,
• then the rate of divergen,ce would initi,ally be zero.. It






This is most closely approached if the diameter
of the impeller which passes through the midpoint of arc
AB makes an angle of 90° with the diameter upon which 01
lies. If this di~eter is so drawn, then 01 may be
located uponi t by trial and error, since A01Il1us't equal
B01. In the example, it was decid~d to locate 01 upon
the_radius of the impeller which p~~ses through the end
of the volute, E, for convenience. This differs very
little £rom the criterion previous~y given.
The center of arc BC, 02, must be located on
the line B01, extende,d, and B02 must equal C02. Thus,
by trial and error, 02 may be located. Similarly, 03
and 04 are located on C02 extended, and D03 extended,
respectively, completing the layout of the volute.
It might be mentioned that the angle between
the tangent at the volute tongue and the impeller tan-
gent, as, discussed, a,bove, is~ in co:rventional pump design,
sometJmes chosen to be equal to the exit angle at the
'.',
impeller. This consideration is unimportant with the
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The purpose qf th~ 8xperJmEmtal study of-Phase C
of the project was to.determine t:b.e performance9haracter-
istics of each .oJ the,four impeller designs recommended in
Section III' above"
The descr.iption of the test facilities and methods,
g~ven in Project Report No. 31 (22), is ~n part, ~epeated
below ..
A series .of tests was performed with water so a,s
.to obtain a hasis for comparison of pump characteristics
of ,silt,:,"clay-water m;i,.xtures. Sh:ci!fcient~;dat'a were' colI;eet·... ··~
';, :,.;"."
••
ed tocalcula.tethe head-flow, ef;ffciency-f16w, and;br~ake
. " . .•.. ':.... -.: '.,'. . .
horsepower-flQw curves for seven impeller speeds. The
following .speeds we.re selected ~ Illp.9, 1300, 1440". 1550,
1650, 17·50, and 1900 revolutions per minute (rpm). TIle.
speed of 1440 rpm in the' model correspond~ to prototype
speed of 180 rpm.
In addition to the water tests, pump perfo.rmances
with each of four densit~es of silt-.clay....water mixtures,
1170, 1240, 1320, and 1380 grams per liter were ,inves-
tigated. The capacity of the electric motor prevented
obtaining the data for high speeds for some of the mix,..,
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The exact meaning of density,: .. ''1.': of a pumber of
grams per iiter 'should prob~bly be explain,ed here( 25).
In dredging operations :i,t i~ cornrnon to des.cribe the cO,n-
sistency of solids~water mixture as percentage of solids
by volume" But lrsolids!l ar~ sometimes defineq as actu-
ally comprised of the dry grains plus the water which
occupies the void spaces be'tween grainso 'I'J:le,!I s01ids"
in this case is a misnomer,. and they should b~ called
the !Ibottom mat~rial!lor !lin situ" material" As an ex-
ample, let us cons.ider a me,terial which has been weighed
!
and found to have an average density of 1400 grams per
liter. Let us assume the grain specific gravity ~o be
2.6 and water specific gravity £0 be 1.0. One liter of
material is then comprised of X cubic centimeters (ccs)
of dry grains and (lOOO-X) ccs of water:_ Total weight
is then found from the fOlfowing equation:
x(2.6) + _(lPOO-:,X) (1.0) = 1400 (18).
..: 62
fr'om which X = 2500,C8' of true solids , leav.ing 750 ccs,
of water. This, is then a
l
mixture containing 25 per cent
by volume of true solids.
The sp,ecific speed of-the pump was 168~ rpm•., The
" '






























The test loop for,pl.:lIllpingthe river stlt-clay-
water mixture consists of a large tank;and ~ cehtrifugal
"pump operated by a Dire9t Current Motor. The fluid ,is
re-circulated by 8,/pump, '" as shown in Fig. T~~, The follow-
ing is a descrip:tion of the equipment.
a.. Pump - The ,PumP is a 1 to 8 scale model of the·
centrifugal dredge PUIl1PS on the Corps of Engineers'
hydra!11ic dredge ESSAYONS. The p,ump was m,aqufactured by
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T'ne purnp impeller and vo.lute are made of bro.nze castings;
a Pl.exiglas volute has also been furnished in o:rder to
observe actual flo.w,cond:i,tionsin the pump .for tests with
water~ The pump shaft is of stainless st.eel, support19d
by anti-friction type bearings (ball bearings) ,to, ~absorb
the radial and thrust. loads of the pump. The~tuffing:box
seal is of mecl:tanic'al type made by Garlock Packing Company
'OJI~CHAN::r:PAK SEAL, type~ BB-2lA, with :style B stationary sea.t).
b. Motor - The motor is a 40 hp Direct Current LIFE-
Lj.lJE Ii, frame 405-A mo~or manufactured by Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Buff.alo,. New York.o This. motor ~s
,
•
especially designeq to provide a wide speed range ~nd ac ....
curate regulation of the speed. The motor wascalibra:t;ed
prior to shipment to the Laboratoryo The calibration of
the motor was required for determination of the power input.
c. Flow Meter - The flow is measured by means of a
Magnetic Flow Meter manufactured by the ,Foxboro Company,
Fo:x.boro,Massachusetts~ The operation of thisIT).eter is
,based on Faraday's Law of electromagnetic induction, i.e.,
the voltage in9uced in a conductor moving through a magnetic
field is proportional to t4e veloc;i ty of the conduc,tor. In
·the flow meter, a non-magnetic pipe is used and a magnetib
field is induced acrOBS.' the pipe by means of an electro-
magnet •., W1len a fluid of suffic,ient condll.ctivi tyflows
through the pipe, a voltage isgener~ted ~uch the same as






proportional to the velocity of. the flowing fluid",,"_ By
means of :two electrodes placed in th~ wall of the pipe,
this voltage can be measured and recorded in units of
flow by an electronic self-balancing Dynalog Recorder.
A one per ce:nt aocurapy in flow measurement is ..claimed
by the manufacturer of the meter,..
flows o. The Dyna"log convert s ·the elf?ctrical variations
into mec4anical move~ents which are recorded on a re-




e. Piping-- The piping system, starting on the S1lC-
tion side, consists, of a 6-inch lldrag~armll section of
pipe inside the tank, which is followed by a 4~l/2 inch
suctio,n lige to the P:UrnP,~ The discharge pipe is 4 inches
in diameter, fO.llowed bY{:-:,a ~M'f3.gnetic Flow Meter,o ,From
thereon, ,:the line is expanded into a 6..., inch line to min-
imize frict,ion andi t discharges at two diff,erent .loca-
tions belqw the fluid .level in the tank 0' The discharge
line has a4-inch by-pass line for storing purposes and
for emptying t4e' tank 0,
fo Measuring Equipment - Discharge an~ suction heads




TvlO lOO-inch mercp.ry-water manometers, arranged
in series, were ,used to measure the discharge head", The
suct.ion pressure v.vas~easured by means of a 50..,inph(mer'-
cury-w.ater manometer" For low suction and for positive
suction readings whi,ch occura,t "s:p.ut-offll ang at very
low flows, a 20..-;inch indicating fluid-water manometer
was used., This arrangement provided a~curate, reaqiIfgs
for both positive and, negative :suction heads. In addi-
tion, for visual checks on the discharge_and suction
pressures, two B,Ourdon-type pressure gages were installed.
The silt-clay-water mixture in the manometer connecting
lines was preyeT;lted from enter,ingthe manometers by means
of 3-inch diameter and 4~l/2 to 9-inch high Plexiglas
pots. These pots were filled with mixture in the lower
half and water in"the upper half. Thus a visual obser-
vation was provided and, in most cases, prevented,the
mixture from entening the manometer!, The rnixture..,.wa,i;;er
ievel,", was checkeda;nd adjusted before eaph te~t run.
The speed was measuredw:ith a Ta9homete~-genera-:­
tor mount,ed 'on the shaft ,of the D.G. electric motor and




0 9 Properties o,fSil::t-Cla,Y"'Wa,ter Mixture
-,....~ ::...._---------'_:....-_....;;::::..;....;.--:.--:.-.......-..;--.,.;..,..-
. ~..:~\;MechanicalAn.alysis - The mechanic,al analysi-s qf
.solids performed, using I3tandard methods with an A S T M
hydrometer, shQw tha,t 99.5 per cent of the parti91es .are




This indic{3.tes nh$.t the material is predomirt-
ant1y silt (55%),~ contains about 14 percent sand, 11 per
cent clay, and has .a 20 per gentcolloidcontent( F~g~ll) ,.
, .
b. Specifi.c Gr.avi ty ..., .·The spee~fic gravity of soli,ds,
as dot er'mined py means of an ASTM :?tandard te-st, was found
to be 2,.63.,
sol;ids, the mixture was diluted w:!, th fresh water for test,.
d .Condtlctivi tyof Mixture - The electrical 90n,duct-
ivity of the silt-clay-water mixture was found to be 22 .. QOO
m~cromhos and 12,000 micromhos for ~p.e silt-.clay mixture.
Th,is indicates that t:p.e liquid is conductive enough for
ma~netic Flow Meter, measurements.
e.. Apparent Viscosity: - Flow curves as prepared by
the Franklin lnst.! tu.:te (2) for various densities of silt-
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All of the equipment was periodically chec.ked dur-
ing the exper'imentaL tests 0 All <connecting lines were
freed of air and checked before and after each run.
The magnetic.flow meter measurements were checked
against a calibrated elbow meter for tests with water, and
found to pe correcto
Frequent temperature measurements were taken, and
an attempt) originally made to carry out tests within a
small range of temperature offluido The temperature of
the recirculated mixture increased rapidly during the
pumping operations, and it was not possible to control
the temperature any closer and still hold to the required
schedule.o
















Altbough this undoubtedly changes the apparent viscosity
of the fluid, it is believed that it does not affect the
pump characteristic. ·curves to any marked degree.
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The silt--clay-water mixtur$ density. was talcen for
.. '.'
each run and an average computed for each series of t,est;s 0,
Samples of mixture were taken from a horizontal portion of
6-inch pipe,;: Sample tubes 1/4-inch in diameter, were 10...
cated at the wall of the pipe, at 1~1/2 inches distant
from the pipe wall, and at the center of the pipe,. (~ket,c,h
No. VII). The tubes were tapered off and had sharp edges
so as not to: disturb the flow. Usually an average value
of mixtures was taken, and 'recorded. Initially, densIties
of mixtures were determined by means of a hydrometer.
•
•
However, this method proved to be inaccurate fdr derisJ ties'
above 1160 gm/liter, and .. values of density were obtained
by weighing one liter of the mixture •
Pressure readings
appear to be necessary,
were not corrected for
This refinement did not
pipe friction losses.
between pump flange and
since the piezometer






from the pump flange •.
T'l1e testing procedure was as ,follows':
'\'\'\ '\ '\ '\ .'\ \ '\ '\'\ '\~
DIRECTlbtJ OF
... I·FLOW \g.~ .
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Set the desired speed, in rpm
Adjust voltage (approximately 240 ±5 volts
used for all tests)
Take current readings, in amperes
Read "shut-off" head from discharge manometer
..
and check with pressure gage readings
6. Open valve and adjust for desired flow
7. Adjust voltage if it has varied from 240 volts
8. Readjust the desired flow
9. Take another current meter reading
10. Read discharge pressure and suction pressures
from respective manometers
11. Take sample of mixture
and determine its density
12. Increase flow to desired value
and repeat procedure
For each speed, the information pertinent to
each of the following flow was obtained.
a. Shut-off; b. 200 gpm; c. 400 gpm; d 600 gpm;
e. 800 gpm; f. 1000 gpm; g. 1200 gpm; (except when
above the capacity of the motor) •
For a given speed and flow, the voltage reading
multiplied by ampere reading, gives the reading in watts
which can be converted to br.ake horse power (BHP) from
the motor calibration table v The discharge head, suc-
I
I
tion head, and velocity heads, are added to give the
total head (H).
.., 73




horse power (HP) ,,' and the ratio HP/BHP yields the effi-
ciency of t.he purnp~
E. Scale· Effect
.As a qualitative checlc on the justification for
scaling-up the results of mud-,pumping in .a mq,del tq 'pre-
, ,
dict'prototype performance, a simple series of tests' was
conducted to see if scale effects, in addition to those
sometimes noted with V'Jater as a liquid, might be appre..,
aiable (22) •
The curved nature of the flow in a centrifugal
pump was simulated in a qualitative way by frow in a
2700 bend~,i-. Measurements of pr'e,s-'sure, drop were' talcen
for a range of mud fl,qws of v&riou~ d'ensities, and of
water in 270 0 bends of pipe diameters 4, 6, and 8
inches, respectively. For all runs, the bend loss
coefficient C, in the ,formula:
was determined. Significant variatio.ns in C with pipe
s,lze would indic,ate that scale effect might ,be a serious
factor in scaling up the results of the p~p model test
resu~ts. As des~ribed in Section V, no such variation
was observ.ed •.
~i- The bend wa,~, f0rmed by installing 'three 90 0 bends,






'l"he, qomplete data fOJ;> the four impellers are
shown in tabulated form, in Tables A5-1 to A5-20 of
Appendix A5. The ,chara,cteristic curves plotted from
this ,information are presented in Appendix Ab. Abbre...,
viated smnmaries of performance are p'resented inTl;l.ble
1, and in Graphs of Figures 13 to +7 in the body of
thi s r,ep0 r,t 0'
The variation of efficiency with liquid den-
sity for the model. of the or;iginal impeller and for
the four trial designs at the design speed of 1440 rpm
is shown in Figure 180 All <;>f the modified designs
are seen to be considerable improvements on the orig-
inal, the best effic;iencies peing optained with
,impeller No,o TD-? 0
Theeffici,enpy of impeller TD-7 under design
flow conditions ranged between 82 and 85 per cent for
1 iqu,id densities flpom 1000 grams per lit er (fresh 'water)
to 1380 grams per Iiter,. These figures represent an
increase, over those of , the original impeller, of 8 per
pent for clear water, rising to approximately 12 per
cent for liquid denst ties exceeding 1250 grams per Ii :O,er 0




,Figures!19 to 22 show the performanc~s of the
1 'I'
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! i i : Ii: I! i !
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1000 72.2:81.6 81.7 83.0','79.0 67.678.6!79.2:78.6 i78.9 66.4! 77.91·77.3!,'79.7 77.0 :77.1'76.4180.81175.8
. 1 I" , .! ! j [ ! I! ; l I i
1900! 80069.2 77.9 76.5 78.8;75.4 67. 2 ;73. 2!73.9,73.5'70. 2 ! '1 177. 2 : -- ! -- i --
1
1000 .7~.~1 81.2 78. 9 80~7 :~~~~ --~'~-";-'-~':li ~.=__.~.=-,i.-==.-- --==._~ .._--=J-~~ ..l~~:~.t-.-=.=.. _.~=j : --l.~=.-~--=- .:...... . ..
, .. ' I I' :, I ,
Avg'l 800 72.7 80.8 79.380.3' 78.1 71.4i77.9179.0;77.9:76.9 68.9i 79.0178.8;80.4)76.1 66.0!77.5177.3179.9175.7 173.0 77.4:76.478.0i74.4 '70.L 78.5 78.2 79·3 76.3
Avg. 11000 73.282.9 82.482.1 79.0 72.1178.980.9180.2178.9 69.4180.4j79.2181.9178.5 67.8178.8:78.8180.4177.L 72.1;77.1177.9179.8\76.2 70.9 79.6 79.81 80 . 9 ;78.0
SUMMARY OF MODEL EFFICIENCIES FOR ORIGINAL IMPELLER (NO.1) AND TRIAL IMPELLERS (TD-5. TD-6, TD-7, and TD-8)
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Fig. 17 - Summary of Model Pump Characteristics, Density 1380 gil Ico
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'plots of gH/D2J:f~ versus Q/ND3 ., , These figures serve\ as
guides to the performarlces of similar pump s of any 1 size"
upon the ~ssumption.that scale effect .is notsign~ficant.
,1 ~ ~
i
With water as the liquid, the assumption9f aim-
,il?-ri ty of per:formaJ:!.ce between prototype and model is
,
ge:nerally accepted", as, con'se,rvative, that is, the effi-
ciency of the +arger prototype is expected to,; be greater
: r
than that of the model under conditions approachipg dyn-
amic similarit~..
With mv-d ,as the l;i.quid, a possible additional
source of scal~ ,effect .is present" Howeyer, the ex:-
periments cO,ncilucted as part of this inv~st:i.gatiol1, on,
head losses in 270 0 bends, in pipes of diameters 4,
6, and 8 inche~ in diameter, indicate that this ~our.ce
i
of scale effec~ is not significant in the turbulent
'? ..
flo;~ range., TJ:;1e res:u;L t s of these experiments ar13 shown
i:q. Figure 23, 'Which shows the v.ari~tion ~ith Reyp.olds
ltumbers of the bend lbsscgeffic,ient C in the formula
V2H = CL '2g
where HL i.s ,th~ head ;Loss i~ feet of liquid and V the
mean: velocity" for a range of liquid densities. It,is
evident that, ~.ithflow in the turbulent range, t1).ere ,
is no appreciaple v.ariationof the coefficient with
,
,pipe size over the ranges of the tests, and hence, no
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Fig.20 Model Dredge Pump Characteristios.
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Fig.2l Model Dredge Pump Characteristios.
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Fig.22 Model Dredge Pump Characteristics.
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Reynolds Number R = VDfP-w
NOTE: Reynolds Number is calculated with
f = density, and )Lw = coefficient
of viscosity of water
l"
r
Fig. 23 - SCALE EFFECT INVESTIGATION.
VARIATION OF LOSS COEFFICIENT WITH REYNOLDS NUMBER
FOR 270 0 BENDS IN 4, 6, AND 8-INCH PIPES
c~ PrototYPB PrediBtions .'" ~::---
... 88
I-·~
In all tests , tIte impell:ers performed with max-
imum efficiency in. the flow. region 800 to 1209, gpm and,
\ .
in general~the effi~tency curves were fa~rly flat ~n




therefore, perfqrmances at 1000 gpmare 'considered as
l"'epresentative, this flow rate corresponding very ,closely
to the design flow rate (141..-4cfs) of the prototype ~
For·a given impeller, the individual efficiency-
flm,oJ" r~te curves for all liquid densities varied by less
than two percent from a mean curve over the range of
flows .tested; and the individu~l head-flow rate curves,
wi th the head express,ed in feet of liquid,1 varied by the
same amount from a mean head-flow curve~ This result~
which was to be expected f:rom theoretical consid'erations,
prpvides ,a ready basis for the preparation of expected
prototype performance curves for each impeller,'the,mea,n
curves being used in ·the scale....up p.rocess.
A~~as mentioned above, the prototype performance
-'';;.-
of 8:pW1'1P i~ usually better than that of its model., This
is "related to thedifficul ty of reproducing all aspects
of geometrica1 similarity in the model, and to the fact
th~t' loss'es due to :viscous effe,ctsare relatiY~lY, lower
with the flows of high Reynolds Nwnbers in tIle prototype.
There are no established procedures for predicting the
efficiency of the prototype from the mo~el efficiency.








is sometimes used for pumps.. In the present case,
with model and prototype heads equal ; .this becomes
1 - E=(~) 1/4 .
1 - e D
and yields, for .thl8 model efficiency range of 76 •.4
to 84.5 percent,.a corresponding prototype range
of 86 to 91 per cent, an average increase of about
7-1/?/p~r cent.
--1._ .'
Another approach, due to Wislicenus (21)
makes use of a chart based on statistical averages
of maximUm effic.iencies of Pumps of the same spe...,.
cificspeed, with th~ sizes being represented by
design discharges!> For the series under investi-
gation, the e~pected model efficiencies according
to the chart, are of the order of 83 per cent, wh:i,le
the corresponc:ling prototype efficiencies are .in the ;'
region o~ 90 per cent, an increase of 7 per cent.
Whilst these expected increases in effi-:
.:




be bo.rne in mind, .cases are on record where. they·--....
did not materialize. In, addition, the scale-up pro-
. I. .,(..~""
cedures are based largely on water p~ps, whereas we
are concerned primarily with pumping muds.. For the





assumption is made that the. prototype p..~rf.ormance will.
be the same, relatively, as that of. the models •
The model-prototype scale relationships for






are ·reducedto the followi:n.g form, for equali.ty of
mo.del and prototype H-values"
The impeller selected as an example for proto-
type prediction was number TD-7, which yielded the
highest all-r.ound efficiency.
Figure 24 shows the prototype pump character-
istics, predicted on ,this basis~ from the mean head
curve' (in feet of liquid) ,: the mean efficiency curve,
and the brakehorsepqwer curves of impeller :J;1umber
TD-?. The head efficiency curves represent,.' within :!:"2.
per 'Gent;' the test data for all 1,Piquid densities
tested, from 1000 gil to 1380 gil. Since no increase
in efficiency with pump size has been obs.erved, for
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This report is inteI).d~d p,rimarily,.. to c.over the
description of the analytical :andexperimental studies
of the effect of impe:ller design (~hang~s on th~ charac-;
teristicsof the mo.del dredge pump. A .'deta:il,~d, ·a.na:li's,is.
. ,~•• ,' ~~.,;.:... I)•. " :t.' '._
of the results of thes.e studies will b:e presented in a
subsequ~nt report. However, on the b~sis of a brief
review of the results obtained in these investigations,







1. The efficiency of the pump would be sub-
stantially increased .,., possibly by 8 to 12 per cent - in
absolute value<, depending .on the liquic1 density, by a re-
design of the impeller,. ~The redesign would .involve a
ph,ange in form of the'vane profile and a decrease in th,~
vane ex~t angle~
2. The ~ost promising impeller form tested,
for dea,;ign flor cond;iti,ops, wa.s th~t having a 45° entra.nc~e
angle, ,a 22-1/2° exit angle, with an involute curve form
for. ,.the vanes (TD-7).
3.. Further improv,ement in performance, woul.d
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PARTICLE PATHS AS OBSERVED IN HIGH~SPEED MOVIES
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PARTICLE PATHS AS' OBSERVED
IN ,HIGH-SPEED MOVIES
The ~esults of stlfdy of high",:,speed movies
were presented in Section II of the report, while
for detailed des~~iption of the study, the reader
is referred to M,erno~al\~um No.. 11 (23) 0
: . _. . .
The paths of indi,vidual par~icles h~ve
been traced from the pro~ected ,films and are














































































































































A P PEN D I X AZ
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AROUND VOLUTE
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(1) Trial Design 2 - Method of Error Triangles,
Entrance Angle 45°, Exit Angle 35°
(2) Trial Design 3 - Logarithmic Vane,
Entrance,Angle 45°, Exit Angle 35°
(3) Trial Design 4 - Logarithmic Vane,
Entrance Angle 45°, Exit Angle 22-1/2°
(4) Trial Design 5 - Logarithmic Vane,
Entrance Angle 45°, Exit Angle 28° 45'
(5) Trial Design 6 - Involute Vane,
Entrance Angle 45°, Exit Angle 28° 45'
(6) Trial Design 7 -Involute Vane,
Entrance Angle 45°, Exit Angle 22-1/2°
(7) Trial Design 8 - Involute Vane,
,





Fig.A3-1"'·IMPELLER VANE TRIAL DESIGN 2.
METHOD OF ERROR TRIANGLES,
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DEFMTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
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AP P END IX
SCOUR DAMAGE TO IMPELLER NO. 1 AND VOLUTE
After completion of testing of the Impeller
No. 1 with silt~clay-watermixture density of 1380
grams per liter, scouring damage was noticed on the
impeller vanes and around the volute casing (as shown
in photograph on next page). This was certainly in-
teresting to note~ because the type of scour and wear
indicated for both the impeller and the volute casing
are in accordance with 'the damage and scour that have
be,en' observed on the large scale dredge pumps, and
bears out actual operating conditions ..
As the increased spacing between the pump
volute and the impeller could have affected the pump
characteristics, the impeller was rebuilt and a steel
wearing ring fitted in~ide the volute. Tests were





lal Damaged impeller No. I after completion of tests with silt-clay-water mixture
concentration of 1382 grams per liter. Scour is quite symmetrical on all vanes.
lbl Damaged volute casing after completion of tests with silt-clay-water mixture
concentration of 1382 grams per liter. Note the grooves scoured out in the cas-
ing by the impeller.






A P PEN D I x A5
TABLES OF EXPER~NTAL DATA FOR PUMP WITH IMPELLERS






Impeller No. TD-5 Liquid Density 1000 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 18°e Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 20.5°e
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cf's Power No. psi psi cf's Power
1 +0.93 24.76 0 4.70 15 +1.20 39.07 0 6.56
2 +0.10 25.34 0.445 6.51 16 +0.10 39.81 0.445 9.64
3 -0.28 23.62 0.891 8.45 17 -0.32 39.16 0.891 13.72
4 -1.18 20.68 1. 337 10.26 18 -1.07 35.51 1. 337 17.42
5 -2.35 17.18 1.782 11.94 19 -2.37 31. 74 1.782 19.86
6
-3.91 13.26 2.228 13.77 20 -4.01 27.~3 2.228 22.53
7 -5.80 10·40 2.674 15.09 21 -5.77 22.42 2.674 24·96
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 19°e Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 21.5°e
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse ..aun Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cf's Power No. psi psi cf's Power
8 +0.87 31:44 0 5.54 22 +1.10 44.39 0 7.13
9 +0.09 32.60 0.445 7.77 23 +0.09 45·31 0.445 11.04
10
-0.33 31.42 0.891 10.64 24 -0;30 44·27 0.891 15.89
11
-1.07 28.27 1. 337 13.56 25 -0.73 41.44 1.337 19.49
12 -2.40 24.16 1. 782 16.02 26 -2.42 37.26 1.782 23.20
13 -3.76 20.33 2.228 18.30 27 -3.94 32.76 2.228 25.94






Impeller No. TD-5 Liquid Density· 1000 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 23°C Pump Speed 1900 rpm Temperature 26°c
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi Crg Power
29 +0.72 50.05 0 8.26 43 +1.96 67.14 0 11.89
30 +0.09 51.16 0·445 13.06 Li-4 +0.19 69.60 0.445 18.48
31 -0.31 50.35 0.891 . 17.79 45 -0.28 68.65 0.891 25.24
32 -1.17 47.28 1·337 22.69 46 -1.19 62.95 1. 337 32.17
33 -2·40 43.96 1. 782 26.'74 47 -2·40 61.97 1.782 39.13
34 -3·91 38.49 2.228 30.97 48 -3.89 56.78 2.228 44·72
35 -5.80 37.34 2.674 34·50
Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 24.4°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power
36 +1.71 56.80 0 9.43
37 +0.22 58.24 0.445 14.95
38 -0.29 58.00 0.891 20.80
39 -1.14 54.76 1·337 26·30
40 -2.35 51. 07 1.782 31.39
41
-3.91 45.16 2.228 36.20
42 -5.87 39.87 2.674 40.41
TABLE A5-1 ( continued)
..
DATA SHEET
Impeller No. TD-5 Liquid Den~ity 1170 gil
Pump Speed u50 rpm
Temperature 29°e Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 28°e
Suction Discharge Brake Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Discharge Horse Run Head Head HorseNo. psi psi psi Power No. psi psi psi Power
49 +0.15 29.72 0 5.955 63 +0.55 45.88 0 8.437
50 -0.32 29.72 0.445 7.625 64 -0.12 46.81 0.445 11.861
51 -0.81 28.00 0.891 10.026 65 -0.62 45.51 0.891 16.80
52 -0.76 24.31 1.337 12.169 66 -0.88 42.07 1. 337 20.743
53 -2.58 19.93 1.782 14.321 67 -2.60 37.02 1.782 24.114
54 -4·59 15.24 2.228 16.515 68 -4.57 31.33 2.228 27.333
55 -6.63 9.91 2.674 18.01} 69 -7.07 26.02 2.674 30.745
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature nOe Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 29°e
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cf's Power No. psi psi crs Power
56 +1.05 37.72 0 6.666 70 +0.09 53.12 0 9.978
57 +0.36 38.21 0·445 9.204 71 -0.51 53.74 0.445 13.807
58 -0.27 36.65 0.891 11.579 72
-0·44 53·01 0.891 19.125
59 -1.18 32.77 1. 337 16.306 73 -0.88 49.45 1. 337 23.821
60
-2.70 28.16 1.782 18.982 74 -2.58 44·51 1. 782 27.775
61
-4.71 22.96 2.228 21.616 75 -4.61 38.29 2.228 32.354
62







Impeller No. TD-5 Liquid Density 1170 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 30°C Pump Speed 1900 rpm Temperature 29.5°c
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake
No. Head Head crs Horse No. Head Head crs Horsepsi psi Power psi psi Power
77 +0.49 60.20 0 11.665 91 +0.69 79.60 0 17.776
78 -0.32 61.23 0.445 15.898 92 -0.28 81.01 0.445 22.592
79 -0.81 60.47 0.891 21.746 93 -0.78 80.20 0.891 30.937
80 -0.81 57.89 1.337 27.650 94 -0.76 78.06 1.337 39.820
81
-2.55 52.25 1. 782 32.912 95 -2.46 71.94 1. 782 48.174
82
-4.45 45.40 2.228 37.653
83 -6.95 39.53 2.674 45.295
Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 31°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power
84 +0.64 68.20 0 13.887
85 -0.26 69.35 0.445 18.485
86
-0.76 68.15 0.891 24.955
87 -0.96 65.53 1.337 31.607
88
-2.55 60.22 1.782 38.583
89
-4.57 53.12 2.228 44.136
90 -6.82 46.97 2.674 49.987





Impeller No. TD-5 Liquid Density 1240 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 36°e Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 31°e
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head- Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
96 +0.43 31.11 0 5.28 110 +0.80 48.49 0 8.05
97 -0.21 31.50 0.445 7.22 111 -0.27 49.61 0.445 13.50
98 -0.72 29.62 0.891 10.04 112 -0.83 48.08 0.891 17.30
99 -0.71 26.32 1.337 12.94 113 -1.15 44.75 1. 337 21.50
100
-2.73 21.50 1.782 14.97 114 -2.65 39.35 1. 782 25.27
101
-4.67 16.70 2.228 16.99 115 -4.72 34.33 2.228 28.61
102 -7.22 11.57 2.674 18.72 116 -7.37 27.37 2.674 32.22
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 300 e Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 34°e
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
103 +0.75 39.25 0 6.77 117 +0.76 55.80 0 9.36
104 +0.05 39.93 0.445 9.36 118 -0.19 57.27 0.445 16.03
105 -0.52 38.40 0.891 13.58 119 -0.67 56.17 0.891 20.22
106
-1.13 34.81 1.337 17.36 120 -1.21 52.81 1. 337 25.52
107 -2.77 30.13 1.782 19.97 121 -2.65 48.08 1. 782 . 30.12
108
-4.76 24.52 2.228 22.59 122
-4.72 41.39 2.228 34.73
109





Impeller No. TD-5 Liquid Density 1240 gil
Pump -Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 35°C Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 36°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
124 +0.74 64.32 0 12.39 131 +0.83 72.74 0 14.32
125 -0.41 64.64 0.445 16.91 132 -0.44 73.38 0.445 19.54
126 -0.91 63.96 0.891 23.43 133 -0.91 72.96 0.891 27.00
127 -1.20 60.19 1.337 29.41 134 -0.96 69.61 1.337 34·31
128
-2.65 55.39 1.782 35.57 135 -2.70 64.83 1.782 41.73
129
-4.71 49.37 2.228 40.84 136 -4.59 57.31 2.228 47.77
130






Impeller No. TD-5 Liquid Density 1320 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 30°C Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 31.5°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake
No. Head Head crs Horse No. Head Head crs Horsepsi psi Power psi psi Power
138 +0.73 31.98 0 6.21 152 +1.25 50.90 0 8.89
139 +0.07 32.33 0.445 7.91 153 +0.01 51. 79 0.445 13.30
140 -0.67 30.42 0.891 10.73 154 -0.49 50.28 0.891 18.11
141 -1.69 26.64 1.337 13.58 155 -1.74 46.43 1.337 23.21
142 -3.34 22.12 1.782 16.27 156 -3.49 40.93 1.782 26.88
143 -5.57 16.64 2.228 18.43 157 -5.53 35.27 2.228 31.11
144 -8.43 10.53 2.674 20.07 158 -12.90 25.33 2.674 35.00
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 33°C Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 35°c
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
145 +1.17 41.49 0 6.94 159 +1.62 58.61 0 9.873
146 +0.09 42.44 0.445 10.36 160 +0.03 60.00 0.445 15.82
147 -0.61 40.79 0.891 14.69 161 -0.66 58.61 0.891 21.53
148 -1.47 36.61 1.337 18.15 162 -1.69 55.08 1.337 27.33
149 -3.39 31.41 1. 782 D 21.11 163
-3.42 49.21 1. 782 32.35
150
-5.45 25.66 2.228 24.09 164 -5.60 43.15 2.228 37.11
151











Impeller No. TD-5 Liquid Density 1320 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 31°C Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 34°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horae Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
166 +1.60 66.03 0 12.05 173 +1.50 74.41 0 14.14
167 +0.05 67.75 0.445 18.55 174 +0.20 76.19 0.445 20.21
168
-0.49 66.05 0.891 25.17 175 -0.39 75.18 0.891 28.24
169 -1.52 62.36 1.337 31.32 176 -1.62 72.07 1.337 34.43
170
-3.36 56.98 1.782 37.63 177 -3.32 66.62 1. 782 44.16
171
-5.55 50.27 2.228 43.24 178 -5.55 60.00 2.228 51.10
172







Impeller No. TD-5 Liquid Density 1360 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 29°C Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 31°C
Run
Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead HEIl.d Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cf's Power No. psi psi cf's Power
179 +0.03 32.90 0 6.03 194 +0.68 51.62 0 8.33
180 +0.00 33.52 0.445 8.50 195 -0.12 53.69 0·445 14.20
181 -0.26 31. 71 0.891 11.66 196 -0.90 51.85 0.891 19.24
182 -1.79 27.46 1.337 14.32 197 -1.30 48·40 1.337 23.92
183 -3.76 22.45 1.782 16.73 198 -3.83 42.06 1. 782 27.89
185 -6.26 16.57 2.228 19.08 199 -6.17 35.70 2.228 32.35
186 -12.57 2.41 2.651 19.91 200 -:13.13 15.61 2.629 34.24
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 27°C Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 33°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cf's Power No. psi psi cf's Power
187 +0.15 41. 75 0 7.50 201 -0.07 60.01 0 10.08
188 -0.15 43.68 0.445 11. 76 202 -0.74 61.58 0·445 16.38
189 -0.81 41.71 0.891 15.57 203 -0.65 60.64 0.891 23.05
190 -0.59 37.55 1.337 19.00 204 -0.56 56.57 1.337 28.32
191 -3.75 32.03 1. 782 21.84 205 -3.68 50.96 1. 782 34·16
192 -6.30 25.~0 2.228 25.66 206 -6.11 43.70 2.228 39.61
193 -13.21 3.05 2.629 24.65 207 -13.01 26.64 2.607 41.66
TABLE A5-5
•DATA SHEET
Impeller No. TD-5 Liquid Density 1380 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 36°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake
No. Head Head crs HorsE'psi psi Power
208 0 68.62 0 12.32
209 -0.27 70.19 0.445 19.85
210 -0.91 68.85 0.891 26.95
211
-1.52 64.83 1.337 33.61
212 -3.68 60.12 1.782 40.38
213 -6.14 52.65 2.228 46.35
TABLE A5-5 (continued)
•DATA SHEET
Impeller No. TD-6 Liquid Density 1000 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 16°c Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 18.2°C
Suction Discharge Brake Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Discharge Horse Run Head Head HorseNo. psi psi .cfs Power No • psi psi cfs Power
214 +0.68 24.44 0 4.62 230 +0.91 38.70 0 6.36
215 +0.09 24.46 0.445 6.14 231 +0.07 39.20 0.445 9.56
216 -0.31 22.63 0.891 8.08 232 -0.24 37.68 0.891 13.30
217 -1.22 19~33 1.337 8.70 233 -1.20 34.53 1.337 16.70
218
-2.44 16.21 1.782 11.63 234 -2.42 30.19 1.782 19.90
219 -4.06 12.10 2.228 13.02 235 -3.99 25.93 2.228 21.96
220 -5.92 7.17 2.674 14.35 236 -5.82 20.14 2.674 24.16
221 -7.66 3.52 2.995 14.83 237 -14.06 4.12 3.298 25.72
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 17°C Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 24°c
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeRe·ad Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
222 +0.81 33.50 0 5.45 238 +1.04 44:43 0 7.33
223 +0.09 33.87 0.445 7.89 239 +0.10 44.76 0.445 11.61
224 -0.34 32.33 0.891 10.63 240 -0.37 43.20 0.891 15.84
225
-1.24 28.54 1.337 13.44 241 -1.23 39.98 1. 337 19.18
226 -2.40 24.78 1. 782 15.63 242 -2.37 35.62 1. 782 23.23
227 -4.01 20.32 2.228 17.46 243 -3.94 31.47 2.228 25.46
228
-5.90 15.24 2.674 19.16 244 -5.82 26.00 2.674 28.14
229




Impeller No. TD-6 Liquid Density 1000 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 17°C Pump Speed 1900 rpm Temperature 20.5°C
Run
Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Run Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cts Power No. psi psi cts Power
246 +1.16 49.63 0 -8.30 262 +1.41 66.17 0 11.92
247 +0.10 50.63 0.445 13·24 263 +0.20 68.03 0.445 19.02
248 -0.31 49.38 0.891 18.60 264 ' -0.32 66.72 0.891 25.37
249 -1.16 45.99 1.337 22.55 265 -1.17 63.5~ _ 1.337 31.32
250 -2.35 4l~29 1.782 26.30 266 -2.37 58.70 1. 782 37.82
251 -3.94 36.97 2.228 29.93 267 -3.99 52.93 2.228 43.24
252 '
-5.87 32.09 2.674 33!54
253 -14·04 4.05 3.298 34.16
Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 25°c
Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head HorseNo. psi psi cts Power
254 ' +1.28 55.92 0 9.58'
255 +0.09 58.03 ~.445 15.28
256 -0.37 56.31 0.891 21.13
257 -1.25 53.95 1.337 26·46
258 -2.35 48.50 1.782 30.40
259 -3.91 43.42 2.228 34.88
260
-5.94 38.25 2.674 39.09
261





Impeller No. TD-6 Liquid Density 1170 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 33°C Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 32°C
Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
268 +0.76 29.27 0.089 5.485 282 +1.07 45.56 0.134 8.471
269 +0.42 28.97 0.445 7.191 283 +0.55 46.72 0.445 11.435
270 -0.16 27.06 0.891 9.562 284 -0.04 44.36 0.891 16.031
271 -0.90 23.45 1.337 11.665 285 -0.98 40.30 1.337 19.386
'272
-2.47 19.22 1.782 13.667 286 -:2.35 36.16 1. 782 22.686
273 -4.34 14.33 2.228 15.031 287 -4.22 30.79 2.228 26.016
274 -6.82 8.65 2.674 16.735 288 -6.62 24.68 2.674 28.687
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 32°C Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 33°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Suction Discharge BrakeHead Head' Horse Run Head Head Discharge HorseNo. p'si psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
275 +0.76 37.23 0.080 8.088 289 +0.58 52.05 0.134 10.190
276 +0.54 37.52 0.445 9.24 290 +0.09 53.66 0.445 13.771
277 -0.05 35.82 0.891 11.320 291 -0.40 52.10 0.891 18.609
278 -l.00 31. 70 1.337 15.554 292 -0.76 47.84 1.337 22.967
279 -2.40 27.54 1. 782 18.269 293 -2.40 43.20 1.782 25.735
280 ....4.29 22.46 2.228 20.726 294 -4.27 38.10 2.228 31.078
281










Impeller No. TD-6 Liquid Density 1170 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 34°C Pump Speed 1900 rpm Temperature 33.5°c
Run Suction Discharge Dische.rge
Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge
Brake
Head Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi
era Power
296 +0.52 58.61 0.102 10.599
297 0 61.00 0.445 15.848 310 +1.37 78.91 0.183 17.'176
298 -0.52 59.47 0.891 21.621 311 +0,51 79.60 0.445 20.034
299 -0.66 54.91 1.337 26.525 312 0 78.27 0.891 29.408
300 -2.33 50.02 1.782 31.663 313 -0.69 75.00 1.337 38.671
301 -4.27 44.30 2.228 36.401 314 -2.40 70.75 1.782 46.939
302 -6.60 38.42 2.674 41.127
Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 35°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head HorseNo. psi psi C crs Power
303 +0.63 66.54 0.134 13.610
304 +0.06 67.50 0.445 17.888
305 -0.43 66.81 0.891 24.672
306 -0.76 63.25 1.337 31.322
307 -2.40 57.75 1.782 37.477
308 -4.22 51.92 2.228 42.873










Impeller No. TD-6 Liquid Density 1240 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 32°e Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 30 0 e
Suction Discharge Brake Suction Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Discharge Horse Run Head Head Discharge HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
315 +0.143 30.69 0.044 5.72 329 +1.06 48.11 0.098 8.33
316 -0.19 30.92 0.445 7.39 330 +0.42 48.96 0.445 12.39
317 -0.67 28.84 0.891 10.08 331 -0.22 47.45 0.891 16.94
318 -1.20 24.97 1. 337 12.37 332 -1.15 43.14 1. 337 21.01
319 -2.82 20.71 1.782 14.79 333 -2.78 38.41 1. 782 24.33
320 -4.88 15.20 2.228 16.97 334 -4.90 32.67 2.228 28.10
321 -7.70 8.41 2.674 17.93 335 -7.41 , 26.55 2.674 31.48
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 34°e Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 32°e
Suction Discharge Brake Suction Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Discharge Horse Run Head Head Discharge HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
322 +1.05 38.68 0.044 9.58 336 +0.34 55.79 0.102 9.51
323 +0.46 39.50 0·445 9.80 337 +0.17 56.83 0.445 14.44
324 -0.20 37.90 0.891 13.84 338 -0.67 .55.05 0.891 20.17
325 -1.08 33.70 1.337 16.70 339 -1.15 51.15 1. 337 24.85
326 -2.67 28.64 1.782 19.58 340 -2.75 46.30 1. 782 29.09
327 -4.57 23.31 2.228 21.76 341 -4.81 40.30 2.228 33.68





Impeller No. TD-6 Liquid Density 1240 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 33.5°C Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 34.5°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
343 +0.54 62.60 0.111 11.57 350 +0.34 71.0 0.111 13.91
344 +0.37 63.70 0.445 16.77 351 -0.29 72.40 0.445 19.12
345 -0.21 62.11 0.891 22.78 352 -0.82 70.91 0.891 26.66
346 -1.10 59.24 1.337 29.09 353 -1.15 67.82 1.337 34.59
347 -2.80 52.92 1. 782 34.31 354 -2.72 60.93 1. 78.2 40.16
348 -4.83 46.06 2.228 39.56 355 -4.81 54.70 2.228 46.39












Impeller No. TD-6 Liquid Density 1320 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 28°c Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 32°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. , psi psi crs Power
356 +0.63 32.66 0 5.86 370 +1.05 49.21 0 8.31
357 +0.13 32.94 0.445 8.26 371 +0.10 50.83 0.445 13.11
358 -0.61 30.69 0.891 11.43 372 -0.54 49.11 0.891 18.64
359 -1.67 26.74 1.337 13.58 373 -1.52 45.22 1.337 22.31
360
-3.31 22.29 1. 782 16.16 374 -3.31 40.13 1.782 25.94
361 -5.65 15.79 2.228 17.85 375 -5.60 34.08 2.228 30.12
362
-8.45 9.44 2.674 19.01 376 -8.50 27.55 2.674 33.89
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 35°c Pump Speed i550 rpm Temperature 34°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake RUI.. Suction Discharge Discharge Brake
No. Head Head Horse No. Head Head Horsepsi psi crs Power psi psi crs Power
363 +0.97 39.82 0 6.36 377 +0.17 57.95 0 10.46
364 +0.13 41.74 0.445 10.36 378 -0.47 59.51 0.445 15.75
365 -0.62 39.01 0.891 14.40 379 -0.97 58.29 0.891 21.11
366
-1.65 34.66 1.337 17.65 380 -1.57 53.01 1.337 26.22
367 -3.39 29.78 1.782 20.69 381
-3.34 48.02 1.782 31.24
368 .,.5.50 24.74 2.228 23.43 382 -5.45 41.97 2.228 35.70











Impeller No. TD-6 Liquid Density 1320 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 30°C Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 32°C
Suction Discharge Brake Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Discharge Horse Run Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
384 +1.01 64.24 0 11.85 391 +1.12 73.88 0 13.97
385 +0.08 66.19 0.445 18.07 392 -0.05 75.32 0.445 20.66
386 -0.54 64.83 0.891 24.77 393 -0.52 73.81 0.891 28.89
387 -1.67 60.78 1.337 31.11 394 -1.62 70.42 1.337 36.59
388
-3.44 54.60 1. 782 36.80 395 -3."41 64.02 1. 782 43.42
389 -5.65 48.66 2.228 42.41 396 -5.60 57.54 2.228 49.81
390 -9.55 39.37 2.718 47.43









Impeller No. TD-6 Liquid-Density 1380g/1
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 31°C Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 28°c
Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
397 +0.62 32.16 0 5.86 411 +0.64 51.24 0 9.'00
398 -0.07 32.46 0.445 9.10 412 -0.10 52.52 0.445 14.60
399 -0.66 31.06 0.891 11.81 413 -0.73 50.22 0.891 19.52
400 -1.87 27.16 1.337 13.85 414 -1.96 46.34 1.337 23.53
401 -3.68 22.11 1.782 16.80 415 -3.64 41.05 1. 782 27.51
402 -5.97 16.68 2.228 18.68 '416 -6.26 34.05 2.228 31.91
403 -9.13 9.26 2.674 20.52 417 -13.29 6.21 2.674 31.41
Pump Speed il300 rpm Temperature 29°C Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 31°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse 'Head Head HorseNo.
,psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
404 +0.84 40.70 0 6.67 418 +0.95 58.76 0 10.74
405 -0.01 42.72 0.445 10.97 419 -0.07 60.80 0.445 17.22
406 -0.81 40.77 0.891 15.82 420 -0.70 58.6J 0.891 23.16
407 -:1..96 35.94 1.337 18.72 421 -1.94 55.16 1. 337 28.30
408 -3.83 31.12 1.782 21.93 ,422 -3.78 49.39 1. 782 33.46
409 -6.60 25.23 2.228 24.87 -423 -6.11 43.05 2.228 38.57
410 -13.33 11.47 2.674 26.83 424 -13.30 29.70 2.642 41.88
TABLE A5:"10
•DATA SHEET
Impeller No. TD-6 Liquid Density 1380 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 31°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power
425 +1.05 67.73 0 10.78
426 -0.11 68.91 0.445 19.51
427 -0.80 67.17 0.891 25.94
428 -1. 74 62.90 1.337 32.49
429 -3.68 57.14 1. 782 38.65
430 -6.19 50.69 2.228 44.63




Impeller No. TD-7 Liquid Density 1000 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 17.6°0 Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 19.8°0
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction
Discharge Discharge Brake
Head Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi ets Power No. psi psi
cts Power
432 +0.72 23.61 0 4.67 446 +0.95 37.36 0 6.34
433 +0.09 24.00 0.445 6.30 447 +0.10 38.38 0.445 9.15
434 -0.39 22.12 0.891 8.00 448 -0.31 36.92 0.891 13.16
435 -1.24 18.58 1.337 9.69 449 -1.20 32.41 1. 337 16.09
436 -2.40 15.77 1. 782 11.61 450 -2.42 29.36 1. 782 18.72
437 -3·91 11.32 2.228 12.58 451 -4.11 25.01 2.228 21.31
438 -5.68 6.34 2.674 13.72 452 -5.87 19.62 2.674 23.11
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 18.7°0 Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 21. 2°0
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake
Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Run Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cts Power No. psi psi cts Power
439 +0.82 30.28 0 5.27 453 +1.03 42.76 0 6.93
440 +0.09 31.10 0.445 7.84 454 +0.11 44.18 0.445 11.16
441 -0.31 29.42 0.891 10.44 455 -0.38 42.32 0.891 15.25
442 -1.19 26.09 1.337 12.62 456 -1.17 38.89 1.337 18.58
443 -2.40 22.30 1.782 15.35 457 -2.42 34.64 1. 782 21.59
444 -4.04 17.83 2.228 16.91 458 -4.01 30.90 2.228 24.97











Impeller No. TD-7 Liquid Density 1000 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 22.5°c Pump Speed 1900 rpm Temperature 26°c
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head 'Horse Run Head Head HorseNo. psi psi ct's Power No. psi psi ct's Power
460 +1.19 48.58 0 8.00 474 +1.49 63.55 0 11.47
461 +0.11 49.75 0.445 13.00 475 +0.15 66.86 0.445 18.19
462 -0.30 46.66 0.891 17.74 476 -0.37 64.78 0.891 24.67
463 -1.19 45.30 1.337 21.89 477 -1.15 61.84 1.337 30.56
464 -2.35 40.58 1. 782 25.89 478 -2.40 57.68 1. 782 36•15
465 -3.84 35.83 2.228 28.84 479 -3.91 51.92 2.228 41.46
466
-5.77 30.75 2.674 32.62 480 -5.94 46.23 2.674 46.88
Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 24.5°c
Run Suction Discharge BrakeHead Head Discharge HorseNo. psi psi ct's Power
467' +1.33 48.98 0 9.12
468 +0.12 56.68 0.445 11.20
469 -0.24 55.71 0.891 20.56
470 -1.16 52.60 1.337 25.16
471 -2.44 47.39 1. 782 29.79
472 -3.99 42.78 2.228 33.95







Impeller No. TD-7 Liquid Density 1170 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 21.5°c Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 21.5°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction
Discharge Discharge Brake
Head Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
481 -0.003 28.55 0.133 5.835 495 0 42.70 0 7.00
482 -0.224 28.28 0.445 7.22 496 -0.316 44.72 0.445 11.81
483 -0.732 26.15 0.891 9.44 497 -0.64 43.12 0.891 16.12
484 -0.684 22.55 1.337 11.15 498 -1. 743 38.62 1.332 19.15
485 -2.58 18.06 1.782 13.16 499 -3.33 33.76 1. 782 22.50
486
-4.44 13.30 2.228 14.12 500 -5.15 28.60 2.228 25.00
481 -6.13 6.06 2.614 16.02 501 -1.50 22.76 2.674 21.12
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 21°C Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 24°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake
Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Run Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
488 +0.936 35.58 0.089 1.002 502 +0.59 50.67 0.156 10.277
489 +0.411 31.11 0.445 9.243 503 +0.15 52.36 0.445 13.61
490 -0.918 35.29 0.891 12.426 504 -0.31 50.85 0.891 18.618
491 -1.013 31.096 1.331 15.250 505 -0.98 46.81 1.337 22.873
492 -2.505 26.66 1. 782 17.546 506 -2.55 41.36 1. 782 26.59
493 -4.495 21.344 2.228 19.851 ;07 -4.42 35.79 2.228 30.123






Impeller No. TD-7 Liquid Density 1170 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 22°0 Pump Speed 1840 rpm Temperature 21.5°0
Suction Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Discharge Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
509 +0.289 57.239 0.143 11.861 523 0 69.57 0 12.45
510 -0.172 58.88 0.445 16.231 524 -0.057 73.45 0.445 20.7
511 -0.680 57.14 0.891 21.444 525 -0.54 71.94 0.891 27.7
512 -0.982 53.52 1. 337 26.008 526 -1. 73 68.50 1. 332 35.2
513 -2.505 48.757 1. 782 31.238 527 -3.24 62.91 1. 782 42.2
514 -4.420 42.408 2.228 35.274 528 -5.19 57.10 2.228 47.4
515 -6.655 35.98 2.674 39.44
Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 23.5°0 Pump Speed 1900 rpm Temperature 22°0
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
516 +0.261 64.797 0.143 14.004
517 -0.281 65.67 0.445 18.498 529 +0.23 76.65 0.156 18.96
518
-0.743 64.65 0.891 24.59 530 -0.23 77.56 0.445 22.20
519 -0.933 60.50 1.337 30.082 531 -0.82 74.70 0.891 29.65
520 -2.931 55.97 1.782 36.108 532 -0.86 73.73 1.337 38.19
521
-4.42 49.91 2.228 41.663 533 -2.46 70.24 1. 782 46.87











Impeller No. TD-7 Liquid DE!nsity 1240.g/1
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 29°C Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temp'erature 28.5°C
Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cf!! Power No. psi psi cfs Power
534 +0.49 28.49 0 5.09 548 +0.84 43.32 0 6.94
535 +0.06 29.38 0.446 7.91 549 +0.09 46.)6 0.446 11.69
536' -0.38 26.98 0.893 9.88 550 -0.43 44.76 0.893 16.13
537 -1.35 23.00 1.338 11.89 551 -1.32 40.47 1.338 19.00
538 -2.72 19.08 1. 785 13.61 552 -2.67 35.74 1. 785 22.20
539 -4.71 13.67 2.228 15.17 553 -4.79 30.14 2.228 25.44
540 -7.27 7.44 2.678 16.34 554 -7.22 22.97 2.628 28.08
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 27.5°c Pump 1550 rpm Temperature 30°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
541 +0.69 .35.69 0 5.81 555 +0.706 49.92 0 7.47
542 +0.17 37.94 0.446 8.90 556 -0.02 53.07 0.446 13.72
543 -0.42 35.60 0.893 12.46 557 -0.47 51.06 0.893 18.05
544 -1.06 32.23 1.338 15.39 558 -1.20 49.33 1.338 22.41
545 -2.82 27.33 1. 785 18.01 559 -2.58 42.40 1. 785 26.01
546 -4.74 21.98 2.228 19.98 560 -4.74 36.40 2.228 29.79







Impeller No. TD,..7 Liquid Density 1240 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 31°C Pump Speed 1900 rpm Temperature 30°C
Suction Discharge Brake Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Discharge Horse Run Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
562 +0.71 55.35 0 8.89 576 +0.92 73.32 0 12.36
563 -0.08 59.90 0.446 15.53 577 -0.02 78.72 0.446 21.51
564 -0.40 58.20 0.893 21.16 578 -0.46 78.10 0.893 29.41
565 -1.20 54.33 1. 338 26.04 579 -1.23 74.76 1. 338 37.60
566 -2.75 49.09 1. 785 30.33 580 -2.70 68.90 1. 785 44.03
567 -5.69 43.84 2.228 35.29 581 -4.00 63.17 2.228 51.69
568 -7.29 35.79 2.678 38.93
Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 30°C
Suction Discharge Brake
Run Head Head Discharge Horse
No. psi psi cfs Power
569 +0.90 62.94 0 10.55
570 +0.06 66.95 0.446 18.15
571 -0.38 66.28 0.893 24.34
572 -1.20 61.82 1.338 30.90
573 -2.70 57.04 1. 785 36.67
574 -4.96 49.99 2.228 41.60
575 -7.44 43.03 2.678 46.47










Impeller No. TD-7 Liquid Density 1)20 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 27.5°c Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 30°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
610 +0.562 59.86 0 10.20 617 +0.755 68.09 0 11.72
611
-0.312 64.01 0.446 17.54 618 -0.227 71.68 0.446 19.89
612
-0.726 60.92 0.893 22.86 619 -0.591 70.29 0.893 26.47
613 -0.883 56.82 1.338 28.00 620 -1.571 66.08 1. 338 33.47
614 -3.093 52.32 1. 785 32.35 621 -3.167 60.08 1. 785 38.94
615
-5.277 45.43 2.228 38.41 622 -5.082 54.19 2.228 44.25
616









Impeller No. TD-7 Liquid Density 1320 gil
.Pump Speed ll50 rpm Temperature 26°c Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 28°c
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
582 +0.408 30.27 0 5.10 596 +0.890 46.92 0 7.76
583 -0.052 30.80 0.446 7.64 597 +0.143 48.92 0.446 12.56
584 -0.586 28.44 0.893 10.15 598 -0.603 46.60 0.893 17.22
585 -1.522 24.38 1. 338 12.58 599 -0.933 42.72 1. 338 20.70
586 -3.191 19.81 1. 785 14.66 600 -3.167 37.36 1.785 24.02
587 -5.401 13.89 2.228 16.35 601 -5.253 31.47 2.228 27.;6
588 -7.855 84.24 2.678 17.91 602 -8.248 23.84 2.678 30.41
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 27°C Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 30°C
Run
Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head Dischare;e HorseNo. psi psi crs Power }!o. psi psi crs Power
se9 +0.c32 :E.qq ."1 6.ff fc::, +C.£9;' 53.54 c l=:.'-.f::
590 -0.172 40.05 0,446 10.08 604 +0.123 55.57 0.446 14.40
591 -0.322 38.03 0.893 14.00 605 -0.528 53 .. 78 0.893 19.85
592 -0.884 33.37 1. 338 16.51 606 -1.473 49.85 1. 338 24.31
593 -3.ll8 28.64 1. 785 19.23 607 -3.ll8 44.36 1. 785 28.00
594 -5.352 22.63 2.228 21.66 608 -5.204 38.46 2.228 32.35







Impeller No. TD-7 Liquid Density 1380 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 31°C Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 33°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
623 +0.72 32.36 0 5.747 637 +0.75 51.35 0 8.888
624 -0.13 33.52 0.445 9.166 638 -0.07 52.86 0.445 14.093
625 -0.47 30.97 0.891 11. 969 639 -0.70 51.00 0.891 16.678
626 -0.76 26.60 1. 332 14.115 640 -1.94 46.43 1. 332 22.593
627 -3.46 21. 78 1.782 16.205 641 -3.63 40.86 1.782 26.645
628 -5.84 15.57 2.228 17.792 642 -5.72 34.78 2.228 2'1.871
629 -12.37 1.86 2.629 18.074 643 -12.62 1. 31 2.62Q 27.162
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 29°C Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 32.5°c
Suction Discharge Brake Sucti.on Discharge Brake
Run Head Head Discharge Horse Run Head Head Di.scharge HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
630 +0.79 41.72 0 7.191 644 +0.59 59.49 0 10.481
631 -0.13 42.07 0.445 11.110 645 -0.07 61.07 0.445 16.980
632 -0.66 40.86 0.891 15.124 646 -0.49 59.08 0.891 21.641
633 -1.94 35.97 1.332 18.112 647 -1.89 54.40 1. 332 26.986
634 -3.76 30.64 1. 782 20.942 648 -3.37 48.39 1. 782 31.131
635 -5.89 24.46 2.228 23.254 649 -5.75 41.10 2.228 35.382









Impeller No. TD-7 Liquid Density 1380 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 29°C Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 28.5°C
Suotion Disoharge Brake Suotion Disoharge Brake
Run Head Head Disoharge Horse Run Head Head Disoharge HorseNo. psi. psi of's Power No. psi psi ef's Power
651 +1.14 65.15 0 13.164 658 +1.15 73.39 0 11. 993
652 -0.13 67.85 0.445 17.866 659 -0.11 75.92 0.445 22.015
653 -0.59 65.65 0.891 25.912 660 -0.83 75.14 0.891 29.997
654 -2.01 62.28 1.332 32.769 661 -1. 79 71.84 1.332 37.125
655 -3.66 55.62 1. 782 37.174 662 -3.48 64.91 1. 782 43.051
656 -5.94 48.43 2.228 42.356 663 -5.57 58.47 2.228 49.335





Impeller No. TD-8 Liquid Density'1000 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 20.8°e Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 18.6°e
Suction Discharge Brake Suction Discharge BrakeRun Head Head DischargEl Horse Run Head Head Discharge HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
664 +0.04 24.16 0 4.50 678 +0.26 38.55 0 6.48
665
-0.42 24.28 0.445 6.44 679 -0.39 38.84 0.445 9.72
666
-0.76 22.86 0.891 8.70 680 -0.80 37.94 0.891 '14.14
667
-1.17 20.22 1.337 10.51 681 -1.10 35.13 1.337 17.29
668
-2.50 16.91 1.782 12.44 682 -2.40 31.32 1.782 20.53
669
-3.94 13.27 2.228 14.41 683 -4.06 27.29 2.228 23.78
670 ":5.90 10.76 2.674 16.10 684 -5.92 22.84 2.674 26.55
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature l70e Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 20°C
Suction Discharge Brake Suction Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Discharge Horse Run Head Head Discharge HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
671 +0.38 31.16 0 5.40 685 +0.33 43.78 0 7.19
672 -0.16 31.59 0.445 7.77 686 -0.41 44.87 0.445 11.76
673
-0.55 30.31 0.891 11.04 687 -0.80 44.11 0.891 16.30
674 -1.12 27.80 1.337 13.84 688 -1.00 40.88 1.337 20.08
675 -2.42 24.20 1.782 16.44 689 -2.40 36.36 1. 782 23.78
676
-4.01 19.30 2.228 18.58 690 -3.91 33.02 2.228 27.11







Impeller No. TD-8 Liquid Density 1000 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 22°C Pump Speed 1900 rpm Temperature 25.6°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head Discharge HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
692 +0.03 48.77 0 8.24 706 +0.37 66.82 0 12.11
693 -0.71 50.12 0.445 13.16 707 -0.64 67.93 0.445 18.79
694 -1.00 49.61 0.891 18.80 708 -l.03 65.80 0.891 25.44
695 -1.17 46.99 1.337 23.35 709 -1.10 65.03 1. 337 33.54
696
-3.38 43.07 1. 782 27.51 710 -2.25 60.71 1.782 39.55
697 -3.89 38.87 2.228 31.89 711 -3.91 55.02 2.228 46.52
698
-5.82 33.72 2.674 36.16
•DATA SHEET
Impeller No. TD-8 Liquid Density 1110 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 30°C Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 32°C
Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cts Power No. psi psi crs Power
712 +0.71 28.78 0 4.83 726 +1.05 43.61 0 7.19
713 +0.12 29.01 0.445 7.33 727 +0.21 46.13 0.445 11.69
714 -0.35 27.77 0.891 10.14 728
-0.67 45.41 0.891 16.38
715 -1.33 24.54 1.337 12.52 729 -1.03 41.82 1.337 20.56
716 -2.60 20.69 1. 783 15.09 730 -2.36 38,15 1. 783 24.45
717 -4.39 15.92 2.228 17.08 731 -4.17 32.71 2.228 28.08
7i8 -6.82 11.00 2.674 18.57 732 .-6.53 27.67 2.674 31.33
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 31°C Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 32°C
Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Disch8.1·ge Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cts Power No. psi psi crs Power
719 +0.43 35.32 0 6.33 733 +0.64 49.61 0 7.92
720 +0.06 37.13 0.445 9.15 734 0 52.58 0.445 13.78
721 -0.36 36.32 0.891 13.00 735 -0.41 51.69 0.891 18.93
722 -1.06 32.63 1.337 16.63 736 -1.01 50.48 1.337 24.37
723 -2.55 28.64 1.783 19.07 737 -2.26 44.46 1. 783 28.12
724 -4.32 23.65 2.228 21.74 738 -4.37 39.49 2.228 . 33.26








Impeller No. TD-8 Liquid Density 1170 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 34°c Pump Speed 1900 rpm Temperature 34°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
740 +0.81 57.13 0 9.58
741 +0.03 59.31 0.445 15.57 754 +0.98 74.19 0 13.83
742 -1.27 58.66 0.891 22.02 755 +0.25 78.94 0.445 22.36
743 -1. 70 55.76 1.337 27.77 756 -0.23 78.57 0.891 30.91
744 -2.26 51.51 1. 783 32.91 757 -0.98 76.29 1. 337 39.98
745 -4.27 46.11 2.228 38.72 758 -2.35 67.99 1. 783 47.54
746 -6.21 45.25 2.674 43.42
Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 34.5°c
Suction Discharge BrakeRun Head Head Discharge HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power
747 +0.81 63.43 0 11.02
748 +0.32 67.62 0.445 17 .87
749 -0040 67.15 0.891 25.22
750 -0.84 61.69 1.337 34.16·
751 -2.36 59.43 1.783 38.49
•
752 -4.13 53.33 2.228 43.80









Impeller No. TD-8 Liquid Density 1240 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 24°e Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 25°e
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs' Power
759 +0.88 30.00 0 5.82 773 +0.52 47.16 0 7.64
760 +0.31 30.80 0.445 8.30 774 -0.08 48.21 0.445 12.45
761 -0.29 29.30 0.891 11.09 775 -0.48 47.47 0.891 17.40
762 -1.15 26.10 1.332 13.95 776 -1.57 44.15 1. 332 22.45
763 -2.85 21.69 1. 782 16.10 777 -2.67 39.25 1.782 25.94
764 -4.76 17.03 2.228 18.08 778 -4.88 34.81 2.228 30.34
765 -7.37 11.61 2.678 20.19 779 '"7.39 29.77 2.678 33.25
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 25°e Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature nOe
Suction Discharge Brake Suction Discharge Brake
Run Head Head Discharge Horse Run Head Head Discharge Horse
No. psi psi crs Power No. psi psi crs Power
766 +0.55 38.25 0 6.56 780 +0.58 53.13 0 9.16
767 +0.02 39.35 0.445 10.01 781 -0.09 54.92 0.445 14.60
768 -0.48 38.40 0.891 13.99 782 -0.46 54.47 0.891 20.62
769 -1.01 34.52 1. 332 17.61 783 -1.03 50.47 1.332 25.77
770 -2.58 30.81 1. 782 20.59 784 -2.53 46.65 1. 782 30.60
771 -4.81 25.52 2.228 23.44 785 -4.61 41.25 2.228 35.24









Impeller No. TD-8 Liquid Density 1240 gil
Pump Speed 1660 rpm Temperature 29°C Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 30.5°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power No. psi psi cfs Power
787 +0.68 60.41 0 10.54
794 +0.79 68.48 0 12.20
788 -0.08 62.93 0.445 17.26
795 -0.03 70.87 0.445 19.44
789 -0.48 62.01 0.891 23.63
796 -0.44 69.96 0.891 26.65
790 -1.25 59.71 1.332 29.62
797 -1.13 67.44 1.332 34.74
791 -2.67 54.40 1.782 36.76
798 -2.67 62.43 1.782 41.37
792 -4.66 49.20 2.228 41.49
799 -4.54 56.65 2.228 47.82







Impeller No. TD-8 Liquid Density 1320 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 35°0 Pump Speed 1440 rpm Temperature 35°0
Run
Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Suction Discharge
Brake
Head Head Horse .Run Head Head Discharge HorseNo. psi psi cts Power No. psi psi cts Power
800 +0.52 32.07 0 6.03 814 +0.76 50.24 0 8.40
801 +0.25 32.69 0.446 8.58 815 +0.33 51.47 0.446 13.20
802
-0.45 30.97 0.893 11.92 816 -0.45 50.54 0.893 19.02
803 -0.86 26.16 1.338 14.31 817 -.1.50 46.80 1.338 23.21
804 -3.22 22.91 1.785 17.01 818 -3.24 42.21 1. 785 27.79
805
-5.35 17.89 2.228 18.80 819 -5.40 36.48 2.228 32.17
806
-7.98 13.75 2.678 20.85 820 -8.20 30.39 2.678 36.60
Pump Speed 1300 rpm Temperature 27°0 Pump Speed 1550 rpm Temperature 30°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction
Discharge Discharge Brake
Head Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi cts Power No. psi psi
cts Power
807 +0.30 41.06 0 7.15 821 +0.51 57.29 0 9.86
808 +0.09 41.69 0.446 11.19 822 +0.16 58.38 0.446 16.24
809 -0.49 40.44 0.893 15.57 823 -0.62 57.86 0.893 22.69
810
-1.47 36.86 1.338 19.01 824 -1.58 54.17 1.338 28.25
811
-3.24 32.32 1.785 22.13 825 -3.09 50.09 1. 785 33.82
812
-5.35 26.87 2.228 25.56 826 -5.45 43.11 2.228 38.52
813 -8.25 20.32 2.678 28.38 827 -8.05 37.40 2.678 43.56
TABLE A5-19
,DATA SHEET
Impeller No. Tn-8 Liquid Density 1320 gil
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 31°C Pump Speed 1750 rpm Temperature 34°c
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake
No. Head Head cf's Horse No. Head Head cf's Horsepsi psi Power psi psi Power
828 +0.79 64.80 0 11.62
835 +1.01 73.05 0 13.34
829 +0.14 65.38 0.446 18.80
836 +0.22 74.38 0.446 20.90
830 -0.30 65.64 0.893 25.81
837 -0.38 74.10 0.893 29.05
831
-1.43 62.24 1.338 32.43
-838 -0.86 71.14 1.338 37.46
832 -2.99 57.58 1.785 38.94
839 -3.19 64.71 1. 785 44.04
833 -5.25 51.29 2.228 44.98
840 -5.06 60.80 2.228 52.25








Impeller No. TD-8 Liquid Density 1380 gil
Pump Speed 1150 rpm Temperature 29°C Pump Speed 1440 rpm Tempers'ture 30°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge Brake Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head Horse Head Head HorseNo. psi psi crs ,Power No. psi psi crs Power
841 +0.06 33.18 0 6.26 855 +0.80 51.10 0 8.85
842 -0.47 33.09 0.445 8.83 856 -0.10 52.77 0.446 14.72
843 -0.94 31.77 0.893 12.90 857 -0.78 51.37 0.893 20.37
844 -1.67 28.15 1.338 15.63 858
-1.47 48.66 1.338 24.40
845 -3.39 23.65 1.785 17.74 859
-3.44 42.30 1.785 29.40
846 -5.40 18.35 2.228 20.22 860
-5.60 36.69 2.228 33.89
847 -11.73 7.22 2.678 21.52 861 -11.66 23.03 2.630 37.81
..
DATA SHEET
Impeller No. TD-8 Liquid Density· 1380 g!l
Pump Speed 1650 rpm Temperature 32°C
Run Suction Discharge Discharge BrakeHead Head HorseNo. psi psi cfs Power
868 0 66.68 0 12.31
869 -0.28 68.01 0.446 19.72
870 -1.13 67.36 0.893 26.89
871 -1. 79 64.65 1.338 34.74
872 -3.24 59.37 1.785 40.74
873 -5.69 53.26 2.228 47.36
TABLE A5-20 (continued)
A P PEN D I x A6
MODEL DREDGE PUMP 'C:HARACTERISTIC CURVES
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FIG. A 6-1 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Density 1000 gil (water)
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FIG. A 6-2 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Density 1000 gil (water)
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FIG. A 6-4 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Density 1000 g/l.(water)
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FIG. A 6-17 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Density 1000 gil (water)
FIG. A 6-8 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Density 1170 gil '
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FIG. A 6 -9 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Dpnsity 1170 g/~
Impe11~rs TD 5, 6, 7, 8
Sp~~d 1300 rpm
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FIG. A 6-10 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Density 1170 gil
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FIG. A 6-13 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Density 1170 gil ..
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FIG. A 6-14 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Density 1170 gil
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Impellers TD 5, 6, 7, 8
Speed 1550 rpm
•
FIG. A 6-18 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Liquid density 1240 gil
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FIG. A 6-19 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS
Liquid density 1240 gil
Impellers TD 5, 6, 7, 8
Speed 1650 rpm
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FIG. A 6-20 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Liquid density 12~0 gil
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FIG. A 6 21 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Liquid density 13?0 gil
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FIG. A 6-22 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Liquid density 13~0 gil
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Liquid density 1320 gil
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Liquid density 1380 gil
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FIG. A 6-30 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Liquid density 1380 gil
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FIG. A 6-31 MODEL PUMP CHARACTERISTICS.
Liquid density 1380 gil
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